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1 INTRODUCTION

In today's world, where the vision of the "global village" starts is becoming a reality, people

can communicate and cooperate with each other disregarding their location. E-mail

systems and sophisticated groupware platforms provide the technical environment

therefore and the internet often acts as carrier. However, in contrast to the well-developed

telecommunication infrastructure, the internet is missing a facility that is crucial for global

and reliable communication: a directory service. It takes just a couple of minutes to call an

operator and find out the telephone number of any person in the world, but it is an almost

hopeless venture to search for the e-mail address of the responsible employee of an

insurance company.

But this kind of service, often referred to as "white pages" is not the only application of

directory services. On one hand they can reflect the whole structure of the organization

represented by departments, workgroups and other organizational entities. On the other

hand they can serve as a repository for technical infrastructure such as information objects

and encryption keys. As directory information has to be accessible by human users as well

as by computer programs, the interface has to cover both aspects.

This thesis deals with directory services in the context of workflow management systems.

These systems use directories to assign tasks to people who are involved in their

completion. Retrieving members of a project group or searching for the manager of an

employee to approve a purchase order are just two examples for the application of a

directory service by a workflow management system.

In times of growing interdependencies between companies, workflow management systems

have to support processes distributed across several organizations. Powerful, yet

proprietary directory services nowadays exist for the different messaging and workflow

management systems. What is missing is a standard that makes it possible to combine the

isolated organization directories to a global directory service. The most obvious candidate

therefore is the X.500 standard recommendation developed by the International

Telecommunication Union - Telecommunication Standardization Bureau (ITU-T).

This work is part of the GroupOrga project that deals with distributed organization

modeling as an answer to the rapidly changing business environment in the context of

workflow management systems. The thesis examines the X.500 standard as a means for

coordinating distributed organization models and for embedding them into a global
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directory infrastructure. It emphasizes the application of directory services by workflow

management systems.

The requirements these systems demand from a directory service for are worked out in

chapter 2. Chapter 3 gives a technical introduction to the models and concepts defined in

the X.500 standard in order to provide a basis for further evaluation. The recently emerging

lightweight directory access protocol (LDAP) that found broad acceptance in the industry

is briefly described and compared to X.500 in chapter 4. Chapter 5 examines whether all

requirements are met by the X.500 standards. Suggestions for a Lotus Notes based

architecture of an X.500/LDAP conform directory service are presented in chapter 6.
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2 WORKFLOW BASED OFFICE APPLICATIONS AND DIRECTORY SERVICES

This chapter defines the structure and the features a directory service must provide to act

as an organization information system for workflow applications. The first part describes

the entities that have to be stored in the directory as well as their relations to each other. In

the second part access control, distribution and integration with existing infrastructure are

discussed.

2.1 Requirements for the Content of a Directory

In this section, an organization model to use as the basis for workflow enabled office

applications is worked out. It is based on the infrastructure part of the GroupFlow Enterprise

Information Management Model described in [Heinz 95].

Editor

Role
Unit Workgroup

Software 
Agent

Person

Field Content

Dynamic RoleStatic Role

Figure 1 - GroupFlow Infrastructure Model

Figure 1 summarizes the Infrastructure meta model and will be explained in the following

paragraphs. Entities already developed in the original paper are described briefly, whereas

enhancements to this work will be discussed in more detail
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Editor

Editors summarize the different entities that may be assigned to a task. Editors can be

departments, workgroups, roles, positions, persons and software agents.

Table 1 summarizes the attributes and relations of editors which are inherited to all

contained entities.

Entity Attributes Relations
Editor Name

Description
may have one substitution rule
may be specified as surrogate by
several substitution rules
may be department
may be workgroup
may be person
may be position
may be role
may be software agent
may use several resources

Table 1 - Editor

Persons

Originally, directories were created to support mailing systems, and thus their first and still

most important application is to provide the sender of an e-mail with the address of the

recipient. In order to achieve this, a mapping of the real name of a person, to her e-mail

address, has to be performed; e.g. Susan Peters may have to be mapped to

Susan_Peters@acme.com. Many companies use multiple messaging systems, and almost

every messaging system has its own directory and naming conventions. Therefore a

universal directory is necessary to register several e-mail addresses per user. E-mail is also

used by some workflow management systems to deliver work items to the appropriate user

and for notifying users about overdue tasks.

Apart from e-mail, other more traditional communication media need to be supported by a

person’s directory entry. Standard attributes are a variety of phone and fax numbers as well

as postal addresses. A typical list can be found in Table 2.

In addition to a mere listing of addresses, the directory needs a mechanism to find out

which address is the preferred one at any point in time. This could be an additional

attribute that can be set by the users, according to their current location and equipment. It

points potential communication partners to the appropriate address. If a person is absent,

substitution rules will be applied.

The list of attributes and relations of a person entity can be found in Table 2.
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Entity Attributes Relations
Person Fist name

Middle initial
Last name
Notes e-mail address
Internet e-mail address
X.400 e-mail address
Office phone number
Home phone number
Cellular phone number
Fax number
Pager
Office location
Street address home
Preferred communication
channel
Absent (y/n)

is Editor
may hold a Position
may be member of one or several
Workgroups
may hold one or several Roles
may be member of a department

Table 2 - Person

Departments (Units)1

To model the an organization’s department structure, it is not sufficient to simply add the

department to which a user belongs to the user’s record. Since departments have their own

attributes, such as their position in the organization chart, they need to be distinct entities.

Besides structural attributes, there are others like the manager, the secretary or equipment

assigned to the department. The department structure sets up a tree, i.e. a department can

contain one or more other departments, but each department (except for the top one) is

contained in exactly one other, superior department.

There are several ways to configure membership in departments. Often the department

structure is defined as a complete, disjoint view of the enterprise, i.e. each employee is

member of exactly one department. A different approach allows a person to be member of

two or more departments to build up matrix or tensor structures. However, workgroups

may be used to model these more complex organizations.

Table 3 summarizes the attributes and relations of departments.

                                                
1 this paper uses the term "department" instead of "unit" since "department" is more common in the X.500 standard

definition as well as in other literature
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Entity Attributes Relations
Department Manager

Secretary
Location

is Editor
may have one superior
department
may have several subordinated
departments
may contain several positions
may contain several persons

Table 3- Department

Positions

A position is an abstract means that can optionally be used to specify the members of a

department. Instead of assigning persons directly to departments, the functions they have

and the tasks they are to perform are defined in a position. These tasks and functions may

involve the membership in a workgroup. Holding a position also gives persons the

authority to hold a set of roles that are connected with that position. A position is held by

exactly one person, and a person holds exactly one position.

Table 4 lists attributes and relations of a position entity.

Entity Attributes Relations
Position Skills

Responsibilities
is Editor
is held by one person or vacant
is contained in one department
may entitle to be member of
several workgroups
may entitle to hold several roles

Table 4 - Position

Roles

For building flexible and easily maintained process models, it is crucial to keep them

independent of the actual employees who finally complete the tasks. When assigning

departments or workgroups to tasks is not detailed enough, because particular skills may be

required, roles are a helpful means. Roles may form a layer between the grouping concepts

like department and workgroup and the actual members of the groups. That means e.g.,

Susan Peters, Paul Smith and Keith Johnson, members of the workgroup ”Product

Design”, do not hold the role "Delay Product Release" personally, but because of their

membership. That means, when Paul Smith leaves the group, he automatically loses the

role.

In contrast to a position, a role describes a person's function within a process, whereas a

position describes a person's places in the hierarchical context of an organization.
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Roles can be further distinguished into static and dynamic roles. For details refer to [Heinz

95].

The list of attributes and relations of a role entity can be found in Table 5.

Entity Attributes Relations
Role Skills

Responsibilities
is Editor
may be held by several persons
may be held by several
departments
may be held by several
workgroups
may be held by several position

Table 5 - Role

Workgroups

To model modern process- and team-oriented organizations it is necessary to create

additional views of the enterprise. Workgroups combine people that belong to different

departments and may work in different locations. They may just exist for the duration of a

particular project or have long term goals. As already mentioned, workgroups can be used

to model multi-layered organization structures.

In general, workgroups are similar to departments, with the exception that they are not

organized in a hierarchy, but rather in a network. Any workgroup can contain people as

well as workgroups and can be contained in one or more other workgroups.

Table 6 summarizes the attributes and relations of departments.

Entity Attributes Relations
Workgroup Manager

Secretary
Location

is Editor
may be contained in several
other workgroups
may contain several other
workgroups
may contain several positions
may contain several persons

Table 6 - Workgroup

Resources

In addition to storing information about employees and the organization structure, the

directory can be used to administer software and hardware resources. These resources can

be assigned to tasks during process design in order to support users to complete the task.

Software resources, such as application programs or databases, can be referenced in the

directory by specifying their location and methods for their invocation. Furthermore, links
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to particular pieces of information such as database records, documents or web pages can

be managed in the directory in order to ease their reuse. This may help process designers to

choose the appropriate tool and administrators to get an overview about the inventory.

Workflow management tools use this information to automatically launch an application or

display a web page that is associated to a task in the process model. Another advantage of

administering these software objects in the directory is, that the actual location on the

enterprise network, the users’ workstation or the Internet is independent from the process

design. Objects can be moved or tools can be exchanged without having to modify the

process definition they are assigned to.

Information objects like predefined order forms or travel expense sheets can be directly

attached to the corresponding directory entry in order to detach and use them when

required. This facilitates the maintenance of these objects, because they only need to be

updated in one place - the directory entry - and the new version is automatically available to

all employees.

Another aspect is, that accessing information object through the directory allows to assign

access rights to the software. When somebody wants to access it via the directory, access

can be granted, i.e. the program is launched or the query is performed or access is denied,

depending on the settings in the directory entry.

Some of the concepts described above are valid for hardware resources as well. Managing

devices, such as printers and presentation equipment, in the directory, facilitates their use

for process designers and gives administrators and users an overview of the equipment they

have at their disposal. In contrast to software, the directory’s control over hardware

resources is less restrictive. Launching a program or running an agent are actions that might

be performed directly by directory services or application programs, whereas gaining access

to a computer or a meeting room can be done less reliably. However, reservation schedules

for those devices can be stored and managed in the directory.

Different types of resources can be distinguished as they are treated differently. They list of

attributes and relations of a resource entity can be found in Table 7.
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Entity Attributes Relations
Resource Name

Description
Administrator

may be assigned to several
Editors

 Software
   Application
   program

Location
Command line parameter

   Embedded
   Information
   Object

Object

   Referred
   Information
   Object

Location
Access Method

Hardware Location
Maintenance Interval
Manufacturer

Table 7 - Resource

Substitution Rules

A very important feature of a workflow management system is its handling of people who

are assigned to complete an activity, but are out of office at the moment. There must be a

mechanism to specify surrogates and to reassign the work to them at run time of the

process instance. A person can have one or more surrogates and rules have to be specified

which of these surrogates in which order is supposed to complete the absent person’s

tasks. This has to be a recursive process in order to handle situations where the surrogates

are not available either. Additionally it is required that a person who has several roles or is a

member in several departments or workgroups can have different surrogates for all these

functions. This can be achieved by defining surrogates not only for people but also for

positions, roles, departments and workgroups. This means, that when an employee is out

of office, and cannot complete the tasks on his work list, the activities are reassigned to

different colleagues, depending on the role, the department, the workgroup or the position

to which they were originally assigned.

Table 8 summarizes the attributes and relations of substitution rules.
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Entity Attributes Relations
Substitution
Rules

Name
Description
Valid time
Rule

may be applied to several
editors to be substituted
may specify several editors as
surrogates

 Table 8 - Substitution Rule

Software Agents

Software agents perform tasks instead of organizational units. Examples are database

queries or information retrieval. External software resources may be utilzed.

They list of attributes and relations of a software agent entity can be found in Table 9.

Entity Attributes Relations
Software Agent Execution Time

Command Line Parameter
is Editor

Table 9 - Software Agent

The extended Infrastructure Model

The preceding definitions of entities and their relations lead to the extended infrastructure

model shown in Figure 2.
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Editor

Department
Workgroup Role

Position

Person

Substitution 
Rule

Software 
Agent

Resource

Hardware
Software

Embedded 
Object

Application 
Program

Object 
Reference

Figure 2 - Extended Infrastructure Model

After defining the contents of the directory the following paragraphs specify features

expected from the directory from the perspective of an information system.

2.2 Security aspects

Parts of the information stored in directories such as the home addresses of employees and

the internal organization of the company are strictly confidential whereas other parts like e-

mail addresses and telephone numbers of support employees may be published outside the

company. Thus, a secure and flexible access control management is required. Additionally

the directory service must have means to prove the identity of people that want to access

this information.

Access Control

Information stored in the directory must be protected against unauthorized access. The

different authorization levels are assigned to people or groups of people in access control

lists (ACL). The levels distinguish the right to read entries, to modify them, to add new

entries and to delete existing ones. Furthermore the security levels to change the directory

structure and to modify the ACL itself must be in place. These levels must be applicable to
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people as well as to all other organizational concepts (units, workgroups, roles) described

above in order to ease maintenance.

Authentication

The directory needs to contain methods for checking the identity of users logging in and

gathering directory information. The most common means for an authentication check is

to provide users with a user name and a password and register both in a central database.

Another option is to distribute user names and passwords encrypted in a file and compare

the stored password with the one typed in by the user upon request. The directory should

offer at least one of these methods.

2.3 Distribution and scalability

Serving distributed workflow applications requires scalability and the capability to distribute

information from the directory. Thus, a growing directory must be splittable into smaller,

independent units that can be administered separately. Nevertheless, this separation must

be transparent for the user, i.e. a request that cannot be served by one part of the directory

must be handed over to the segment that contains the required information. The other way

round, there must be an easy way to integrate several directories into a large one. That

makes sense when enterprises merge or cooperate very closely and decide to build a

common directory.

The GroupOrga project deals with distributed organization modeling. In order to support

this, it is required that directory contents can be administered and maintained in a

distributed manner. Organizations must have the option to delegate the administration of

different parts of the directory to different authorities, so that departments or workgroups

maintain their entries autonomously. This allows to keep the directory steadily consistent

with the actual state of the organization, because changes need not to be transferred to a

central administration authority, but the corresponding entries can directly be modified.

Another important distribution aspect is replication; it must be possible to hold identical

replica copies in a directory in different locations. Replication allows users to access

information at several locations without being connected to a central directory. This

improves performance because users access local copies instead of remote originals and

reduces communication cost because updates can happen nightly at low phone rates. The

contents of replicas have to be updated periodically due to a specified schedule. Additions,

deletions and modifications in one replica have to be transferred to the other ones. In case

of conflicts, e.g. when the same entry was modified in two replicas between two updates, a
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conflict handling mechanism has to be established. Administrators have to be able to

define the extend of information to be replicated. Thus, a central directory may store all

available information and replicate specified parts to smaller branch office or department

directories.

2.4 Interfaces to Existing Information Systems

A necessity for the application and the acceptance of a directory is its open interfaces to

existing information systems. Users must be able to access directory information without

leaving their familiar environment. Furthermore the directory service must offer API to

enable office applications and workflow management systems to access directory

information.

Most relevant for the GroupOrga environment is the integration of the directory service

into the groupware platform Lotus Notes, because the related workflow and project

management systems are also implemented in Notes. Directory information ideally should

be stored and maintained in a Notes database and made available to Notes applications but

also to Notes external users and information systems.

2.5 Summary

This chapters defines the requirements of workflow driven office applications to a

directory service. The content is specified by the enhanced infrastructure model and further

requirements concern security, distribution and interfaces to existing information systems.

The two following chapters give an introduction to the current directory standards, X.500

and LDAP, which both could be platforms that may fit the requirements.
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3 INTRODUCTION TO THE X.500 STANDARD RECOMMENDATIONS

This chapter gives an introduction to the X.500 standard recommendations of the ITU-T.

It is not meant to be a complete reference for the implementation of an X.500 based

solution, but should give an impression of structure and content of the recommendations

as well as an introduction to its concepts.

3.1 The Structure of the X.500 Standards

What is often called “X.500” or “The X.500 Standard” is actually a set of

recommendations developed jointly by the ISO (International Standards Organization) and

the former CCITT (International Telegraph and Telephone Consultative Committee) now

called ITU-T. In the "Joint ISO/CCITT working group on Directories", ISO is

represented primarily by representatives from leading computer vendors and ITU-T by

national, public and private telecommunication service providers. The studies started in

1984 and as an resulted the first version of the X.500 Standard was presented in 1988. In

the following years, extensions were developed concerning primarily replication and

security issues. In 1993 the current version of the recommendations was released. Often

the 1988 version of the standards is still referred to as "The Standard", and the latest

version as the 1993 extension or the 1993 edition.

This thesis is based on the 1993 version of the X.500 standards comprising the following

recommendations:

X.500 - The Directory: Overview of Concepts, Models and Services (ISO 9594-1)

X.501 - The Directory: Models (ISO 9594-2)

X.509 - The Directory: Authentication Framework (ISO 9594-8)

X.511 - The Directory: Abstract Service Definition (ISO 9594-3)

X.518 - The Directory: Procedures for Distributed Operations (ISO 9594-4)

X.519 - The Directory: Protocol Specifications (ISO 9594-5)

X.520 - The Directory: Selected Attribute Types (ISO 9594-6)

X.521 - The Directory: Selected Object Classes (ISO 9594-7)

X.525 - The Directory: Replication (ISO 9594-9)
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The following chapters outline the contents of the recommendations that are relevant in

the context of workflow applications. As the different standards strongly interact, they are

not covered one by one but are introduced along the lines of relevant topics.

3.2 The Directory Model

The X.500 standard defines a directory as a repository of information, referred to as the

directory information base (DIB). The DIB stores information about all kinds of entities

that exist in the real world and are relevant for directory users. They access the directory via

directory user agents (DUA) connecting them to server components called directory

service agents (DSA). The entirety of all directory service agents hold and manage all

directory information, thus the whole directory information base. Figure 3 highlights this

encapsulation and visualizes the interaction between DIB, DSA and DUA.

Directory
Information BaseDUA

Access
Point

DSA

DSA

DSA

Figure 3 - Directory Structure

The Directory Information base, and therefore the Directory Service Agents, are structured

hierarchically. The hierarchical representation of the directory information is called the

directory information tree. Structure and content of the DIB are further explained in

chapter 3.3.

The standard also deals with problems of ensuring consistency of the DIB structure and its

contents by specifying a set of rules called the directory schema. Chapter 1 gives an

overview of the directory schema.

Furthermore the X.500 standards defines a communication protocol for interaction

between directory user agents and directory service agents called the directory access

protocol. It also establishes protocols for the communication between different directory

service agents. Three protocols are distinguished: the directory service protocol (DSP), the
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directory information shadowing protocol (DISP) and the directory operational binding

management (DOP). Chapter 3.7.7 will discuss these protocols in more detail.

3.3 The Information Model

The information model, described in X.501, defines how directory information is

organized. It is divided into several sub models each of which provides a particular view on

the directory. The Directory User Information Model, which was already introduced in the

1988 standards, describes the user’s prospect. It defines the way information is named and

identified. The second building block, the Directory Operational and Administrative

Information Model, describes the administrator’s view of a directory. It defines the

concepts required to administer a local directory.

A third model, the Directory Administrative Authority Model, defines how the

responsibility for administering special parts of the directory can be shared between

different authorities. It deals with methods of splitting up the directory information into

several parts. The last model described in the standard is the DSA Information Model. It

presents the view of a directory service agent and deals with the management of the

distributed directory information. Each DSA holds a piece of the directory and

communicates with other DSAs to handle user requests cannot be resolved autonomously.

The DSA Information Model specifies the information items DSAs need to communicate

with each other.

In the following sections the first two submodels are explained in more detail, whereas the

latter two a outlined in chapter 3.4.

3.3.1 Directory User Information Model

The Directory User Information Model defines the structure of the information within the

directory information base. It comprises directory entries, their attributes, the directory

information tree, name conventions and rules for matching diffenrent entries onto each

other.

3.3.1.1 Directory Entries

The smallest information unit stored in a directory is called an entry. The standard

distinguishes three different types of entries: object entries, alias entries and subentries.
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Object entries

Object entries represent objects of the real world, that are of interest for a directory, e.g.

persons, groups of persons or devices. A real world entity does not necessarily need to be

represented by exactly one object; it may also be described by several different objects.

Thus persons may be represented as users of the organization’s information systems with

attributes such as “user name”, “password” and “mail address”, and additionally as

employees described with attributes such as “office location” and “phone number”,

“position” and “salary”. Vice versa, one object can represent more than one real world

entity. The object “Project Group X.500 Implementation” may for example represent all

members of this group.

Alias entries

However, each object entry represents exactly one object of interest, being the primary

collection of information about that object in the DIB. In addition to the object entry,

there may be an arbitrary number of alias entries for a real world entity. These aliases have

a different identifier and only hold a pointer to the object entry they refer to, i.e. its name.

Subentries

Subentries are collections of object and alias entries. They serve administrative purposes

and are explained in chapter 3.4.1 in more detail.

3.3.1.2 Attributes

Directory entries are characterized by their attributes. An attribute contains an attribute

type and one or more attribute values that follow a specified syntax. Some attribute types

are predefined in the standard recommendation X.520. Nevertheless, the standard allows

administrators to define custom types if necessary. The definition of a new attribute type

must contain a unique identifier and a syntax definition for its values. Furthermore it has to

be defined whether attributes of the new type are single or multi valued.

Attribute types can be structured hierarchically using generic types at the top of the

hierachy that may be gradually refined towards more specific types. Therefore attribute

values can be accesses via their specific type (direct reference) or by a type positioned

above of it (indirect reference). An example for an hierarchical attribute type is the office

phone number, that may be a subtype of the company’s central phone number.
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3.3.1.3 Object Classes

Objects that share certain characteristics, i.e. they have common attributes, are aggregated

in an object class. The object class defines the attributes that an entry of that class must

contain.

There are three different kinds of object classes defined in the standard:

• Abstract object classes are used to inherit characteristics to other object classes, e.g.

Top. An entry should belong not only to abstract object classes.

• Structured object classes are used to represent entries in the DIT. The structured object

class of an entry is one of its most important characteristics. The membership of an

entry to a structured object class should be permanent.

• Auxiliary object classes may be used to define flexible attributes for an entry. The

membership of an entry to auxiliary object classes may change frequently.

The standard defines a couple of object classes that may be used to model an organization

directory in recommendation X.521. As with attribute types, the standard provides means

for administrators to create customized object classes. The specification of a new object

class must contain a unique object identifier, the inheritance tree and a list of all mandatory

and optional attributes. All classes are organized in an inheritance hierarchy, where

subclasses inherit all attributes of their superclasses. The particular object class Top is

defined as the root class of all other standard or custom object classes.

3.3.1.4 Directory Information Tree

All directory entries are organized in a hierarchy. The logical structure of the DIB is

referred to as the Directory Information Tree (DIT). Each entry of the DIB has a

corresponding vertex in the DIT. All vertices have one immediate superior and one or

more immediate subordinates. The root of the DIT has no real world counterpart, it exists

only for completeness purposes. The entries at the first level, the direct subordinates of the

root usually represent countries or multi national organizations, followed by national

organizations and their departments. At the leaf entries of the tree, people or devices can

be found. Figure 4 shows the hierarchy of entries and attributes in the DIT.
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Figure 4 - Structure of Entities and Attributes

3.3.1.5 Names

Each entry must have a unique relative distinguished name (RDN), that uniquely distinguishes

the entry from its peers, i.e. those entries that have the same immediate superiors. The

RDN can be set up either by a single attribute, like {Organization = UNI-GH Paderborn},

or as well by a whole set of attributes like {Organization = UNI-GH Paderborn, Location

= Meschede}.

The entries are globally identified by their distinguished name which contains the RDN of its

superior entries and its own (e.g. {Country = DE, (Organization = UNI-GH Paderborn,

Location = Meschede)}).

3.3.1.6 Matching Rules

The directory tries to solve queries from its users by applying so called matching rules.

When a user searches for a particular entry, the system walks through the DIT beginning at

the root and following the path specified in the DN. When it arrives at an alias entry, it

dereferences the alias, i.e. it replaces the alias name by the name the alias is pointing to and

starts the search again a the top, this time using the real name. This way of searching an

entry by walking through the DIT is called name resolution by the standard.
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Matching rules are used during name resolution as well as search and compare operations.

They solve problems such as is „Tom“ equal „TOM“ , is „(05251) 600“ the same as

„05251-600“ or is „5“ smaller or equal than „10“.

There is a whole bundle of matching rules defined in recommendation X.520 that are listed

in Annex B. In general, there are five types of matching rules that are applicable for most

attribute types:

• Present checks the presence of an attribute of a specified type disregarding the value.

• Equality checks if an entry has an attribute whose type and value are equal to the

input value.

• Substrings checks if an entry has an attribute of the specified type whose value

contains the input value.

• Ordering checks if an entry has an attribute of the specified type whose value is e.g.

greater or equal respectively less or equal than the input value.

Furthermore the standard allows the definition of new matching rules and specifies

requirements that have to be met by these rules. Custom matching rules may be especially

useful when defining new attribute types.

3.3.2 Directory operational and administrative information model

This part of the information model deals with data that is of particular importance for

administrators, whereas it may not be relevant for users of the directory.

Directory operational attributes

The standard distinguishes different types of attributes, user attributes on one hand and

directory operational attributes on the other hand. Whereas the user attributes hold

information relevant for the users of the directory, i.e. all data that describes the entries like

name, location and so on, the directory operational attributes have administrative purposes

and thus are part of the directory operational and administrative information model. These

attributes include for example access control information or time stamps indicating prior

modifications of an entry. By default, users do not see these attributes when browsing

directory entries, however the information can be made available to administrators.

Subtrees

The DIT can be divided into subtrees. A subtree is a collection of entries that after being

grouped together can be administered as a single unit. This is useful, when entries
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belonging to a subtree contain so called collective attributes that hold the same value such as

the postal address of all employees working in one department. A subtree definition

consists of:

• the base specifying the root vertex of the subtree,

• the chop defining the scope of the subtree and

• the specification filter allowing additionally to select particular entries out of the chop

as members of the subtree.

A sample DIT is displayed in Figure 5. The subtree enclosed by the shaded rectangle is

defined by the the base "Company X", the chop "1 level" and the filter "All but

Department Z".

Root

Company X

Department X

Person X3Person X2Person X1

Department Y

Person Z3Person Z2Person Z1

Department Z Department V

Company W

Country YCountry X

Department W

Figure 5 - Subtree Specification

3.4 Distribution of the Directory

Concerning distribution of directory information, the standard follows two principles,

• the directory is presented to the user as a single unit

• internally the directory information is distributed over many different autonomous

DSAs

These principles are explained in two models, the directory administrative authority model

and the DSA information model. A further important aspect of distribution is replication

of directory information. These issues are discussed in this chapter.
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3.4.1 Directory administrative authority model

The directory administrative authority model pays particular attention to the distributed

administration of the directory. It defines means for building collections of entries that can

be administered autonomously by different authorities.

Specific administrative authorities

Authorities have to fulfill different tasks for administrating of their part of the DIT, as

there are

• naming administration, i.e. defining the entries’ names and name structure

• subschema administration, i.e. defining the subschema2, for example the custom

definition of attribute types

• security administration, e.g. the access control management

• collective attribute administration, i.e. defining attributes shared between all entries

belonging to an area, such as the central telephone number or the address of a

company.

Administrative areas and administrative points

The DIT is divided into separate autonomous administrative areas (AAA) each of which is

administered by exactly one administrative authority. Every AAA starts at an autonomous

administrative point (AAP) that is represented by an administrative entry in the DIT and it ends

either at a leaf entry or at the next AAP. Within an AAA one or more so called inner

administrative areas (IAA) may be nested, each starting at an inner administrative point (IAP)

within the wrapping AAA and ending at the end of the AAA.

Each AAA consists of three layers of so called specific administrative areas:

• subschema administration area

• access control administration area

• collective attribute administration area

The different areas represent the tasks an administrative authority has to provide, as

described above.

Figure 6 shows how the different specific administrative areas are embedded in

autonomous administrative areas.

                                                
2 the directory schema and subschemas are discussed in chapter 3.7
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autonomous administrative area

subschema administrative area

collective attribute administrative area

access control administrative area

administrative point

Figure 6 - Administrative Areas

As AAAs, inner administrative areas and specific administrative areas start at a specific

entry in the DIT. For IAPs this is an inner administrative point and for SAPs it is called specific

administrative point. All administrative points are distinguished by the administrativeRole

attribute assigned to their corresponding entry. This attribute defines the type of the

administrative area by holding one of the following values3:

• autonomousArea,

• accessControlSpecificArea,

• accessControlInnerArea,

• subschemaAdminSpecificArea,

• collectiveAttributeSpecificArea

• or collectiveAttributeInnerArea.

Subentries

For administration purposes, the standard defines a special type of entries, the so called

subentries. They are usually immediate subordinates of administrative entries and hold

information about the administrative area beneath its administrative entry. Subentries

themselves have no subordinates. Aside from attributes containing the name of the

subentry and the specification of the subtree it masters, each subentry contains the details

                                                
3 this implies that the standard does not define subschema inner administrative areas
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about the specific administrative area. This might be the complete subschema for the area,

the whole set of collective attributes or the access control information, depending on what

type of area it masters. Details about the content and format of this information can be

found in chapter 3.7.6.

3.4.2 DSA Information Model

After discussing models of the directory that consider the directory as one unit, respectively

a set of autonomous authorities, the last and most detailed view of the directory breaks

down its structure to actual application processes that administer directory information.

These application processes are called directory system agents (DSA). They provide the

interface, the so called access points, for directory users (represented by directory user

agents, DUAs). To answer user requests and different DSAs have to cooperate. The DSAs

communicate with each other as well as with DUAs via OSI directory protocols that are

described in chapter 3.5. Similar to the directory entries, the DSAs are hierarchically

organized, i.e. each DSA but the top one has exactly one superior DSA and an arbitrary

number of subsequent DSAs.

Each DSA holds a part of the directory information base (DIB), called its DIB fragment. All

DIB fragments are disjoint, i.e. they cover the whole DIB and no entry is contained in two

or more DIB fragments. A fragment contains one or more disjoint subtrees4, called naming

contexts. All entries of these naming contexts have a common part of their distinguished

names which is the distinguished name of the root entry of the subtree. This DN is called

the context prefix of the naming context. An example of such a DSA hierarchy including

different naming contexts is shown in Figure 7.

                                                
4 i.e. each entry except the top one has exactly one superior and an arbitrary number of subordinates
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Figure 7 - DSA structure

The DSA information model describes the directory from a DSA's point of view. It deals

with information that DSAs need to have to serve requests in distributed environments.

The folowing two clauses describe the content of this information, called knowledge and the

way it is stored in the DIT in form of DSA specific entries and DSA operational attributes.

Knowledge

When a user requests information that is not hold by the DSA she is currently connected

with (referred to as her home DSA) the request has to be forwarded to the appropriate

DSA, seamlessly for the user. In order to achieve this, all DSAs have to know which part

of the DIB is mastered by which DSA. This information is referred to as knowledge that

consists of knowledge references. Knowledge information can be distinguished into master

knowledge and shadow knowledge. Master knowledge contains the access point of the master

DSA for a naming context, i.e. it helps to find the DSA that holds the entries belonging to

e.g. an organization or an organizational unit. Shadow knowledge references point to DSAs

that hold replicated directory information5.

Knowledge references are classified into several reference types depending on the

information they hold. These knowledge reference types can be found in Table 10.

Reference Type Description

superior reference contains the access point of any DSA that holds a

                                                
5 details about the replication of directory information can be found in chapter 3.4.4
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naming context that is located further up the tree than
the context held by the current DSA.

immediate superior
reference

contains the context prefix of the immediate superior
naming context as well the access point of the DSA that
masters that naming context.

subordinate references contain the context prefix of an immediate subordinate
naming context as well the access point of the DSA that
masters that naming context. All immediate
subordinates are represented by a subordinate reference
and thus each DSA has complete information about its
subordinates.

non-specific subordinate
references (optional)

contain only the access point of a DSA that holds any
subordinate naming context. The context prefix is not
stored (maybe because it is not known).

cross references (optional) contain any content prefix and the access point of the
appropriate DSA. Cross references can improve
performance of name resolution.

supplier references are only held by shadow consumer DSAs6.Contain the
access point of the shadow supplier DSA and additional
information about the shadowing agreement.

consumer references are only held by shadow supplier DSAs. Contain the
access point of the shadow consumer DSA and
additional information about the shadowing agreement.

Table 10 - Knowledge refernce types

Using that knowledge, a DSA therefore can pass a request further up the DIT to its

immediate superior or further down to the correct subordinate DSA. Details about the

name resolution in a distributed environment can be found below.

DSA specific entries (DSEs)

The DSA information model defines a new type of directory entries to store knowledge

information, called DSA specific entries. DSA specific entries consist of attributes containing

knowledge information and optional directory entries holding user and operational

attributes. DSEs that only store knowledge information are for example used for

subordinate references, whereas DSEs also containing operational and user attributes are

used to represent actual directory entries

The reason for the invention of a new entry type is that when regarding the physical

representation of the DIT within DSAs it might be necessary to store information about

one single entry in two or more locations. This is for example helpful when the

information about an object is stored in a different DSA. In this case both DSEs, the one

                                                
6 shadow consumer DSAs hold information replicated (shadowed) from shadow supplier DSAs. For details refer to

chapter 3.4.4
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containing the reference information and the one containing the actual entry carry the same

DIT name, but the name of the directory entry itself is still unambiguous.

The collection of entries a DSA masters is referred to as its DSA information tree. Each

DSA information tree starts at the root of the DIT. That means that each DSA has to store

the chain of DSEs beginning at the top and reaching until the first DSE that is actually

mastered by the DSA. Figure 8 gives an overview about the structure of a DSE and the

parts that are relevant for the different directory information models

DSE

User 
Attributes

Directory 
Operational

DSA 
Shared 

Attributes

DSA 
Specific 

Attributes
Directory Entry

Directory 
user  
information 
model

Directory operation and 
administrative model

DSA information 
model

Figure 8 - DSEs and the Different Directory Models

The knowledge attributes contained in a DSE are distinguished in DSA shared attributes

and DSA specific attributes. The DSA shared attributes of an DSE contain the same values

disregarding on which DSA the DSE is stored. An example for a DSA shared attribute is

the information about the DSA that masters the corresponding entry. This information is

not dependent on the location of the DSE. The values of the DSA specific attributes of an

DSE, may vary depending on the DSA that stores the DSE. An example is the shadow

consumer information, because entries may be shadowed over several levels and thus

different copies of an entry may be shadowed to different consumers7.

The way how knowledge information is represented by attributes and attribute values is not

described here. Details about this can be found in [ITU-T X.501, 1993, chapter 18] and

[Chadwick 94, chapter 9].

                                                
7 Figure 12 in chapter 3.4.4 shows an example for this scenario
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3.4.3 Managing User Requests in the Distributed Directory

In a distributed directory a user may request information about an entry that is not stored

in the DSA he is connected with (referred to as his home DSA). For this scenario the

standard defines two possible ways the home DSA can proceed, called chaining and referral.

Chaining

Chaining is the more user friendly way to handle the request. The home DSA searches its

knowledge information for another DSA that might be able to better answer the request

and forwards it to this DSA. The next DSA proceeds in the same way and so the request is

resolved by a chain of DSAs. Each of them tries to supply the requested information and

passes it back to the predecessor in the chain. This implies, that after the request has

answered completely the result is not passed to the user directly, but it will follow the chain

back to the originator. In Figure 9, DSA A chains a request to DSA B, which can answer it.

It sends result back to DSA A, which sends it to the DUA. If the home DSA was able to

solve the request partially it would add the interim result.

The Directory
Information Base

DSA
  A

DSA
  B

DSA
  C

DUA
request (1)

answer(4)

request (2)

Figure 9 - Chaining

Referral

In case a DSA is not configured to allow chaining or not able to chain a request, it passes

the information about the DSA that might be able to solve the request directly to the user.

Figure 10 shows an example for a referral. In order to get the result the user has to connect

to this DSA and repeat the request. This approach is called referral. Referrals wreck the

users' imagination of a single directory that stores all information as they reveal the location

of a specific entry. Users get confronted with different units that hold fragments of the

DIT. This might have disadvantages such as an additional configuration effort for the

client as a different access point has to be contacted. However, there are also benefits8. The

                                                
8 compare [Chadwick 94]
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performance might improve, since the user connects directly to the relevant DSA and

furthermore under security aspects it may be preferred to connect directly to a DSA instead

of sending the requests via several other DSAs.

DSA
  A

DSA
  B

DSA
  C

DUA
request

referral (to B)

request

The Directory
Information Base

Figure 10 - Referral

Distributed name resolution

Distributed name resolution is the method DSAs use to find a path to the entry the user

requested information about. It makes use of the knowledge information described above

such as superior, subordinate and cross references.

Firstly, the DSA compares the distinguished name of the requested entry to its naming

context that is either the beginning of the DN or not. When the requested DN starts with

the naming context, the entry is either held by the DSA itself or by one of its subordinates.

When the entry is not part of the DSA information tree the request is chained to the

subordinate whose naming context is part of the DN of the requested entry. When the

naming context is not part of the DN, the entry cannot be found further down the DIT. In

this case the DSA chains the request to a superior DSA. The next DSA proceeds the same

way until the master DSA of the requested entry is found. In the example in Figure 11, a

user connected to DSA 1 requests information about Person X1 in Company X. DSA 1

cannot answer this request and passes it, using a superior reference, to DSA2. From there,

it is passed by using subordinate references to DSA 3 and finally to DSA 4. DSA 4 answers

the request and the information follows the same way back. If DSA 1 had stored a cross

reference to DSA 4, it would have passed the request directly there.
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Figure 11 - Distributed Name Resolution

Since each DSA knows both the access point of a superior DSA and the access points of

all immediate subordinates, all requests can be solved that way, either by returning the

requested information or by returning an error when the entry is not part of the DIT.

3.4.4 Replication of directory information

Another important aspect of distribution is replication of information. The concept of

replication is to store several copies of the same information redundantly at different

locations. The information system ensures consistency of the different copies in specified

time intervals.

The replication mechanism described in recommendation X.525 is referred to as shadowing.

The shadowing concept defines one of the DSAs that store a copy of the replicated

information as the master DSA. All manipulations, i.e. deletions or modifications of the

replicated objects are allowed on the master DSA's copy only. The modifications are then

sent to the other DSAs, called shadow DSAs following a specified schedule. The standard

does not define how frequently these updates have to be performed.

To set up a shadowing relation between two DSAs a shadowing agreement must be defined.

This agreement fixes the terms of the shadowing process like the scope of shadowed

information, the update schedules and security issues. The two shadowing parties are

referred to as shadow supplier DSA, that provides the information and shadow consumer DSA,

that holds the shadow copies. One DSA might be shadow supplier for one part of the DIT

and shadow consumer for another part. Furthermore information can be shadowed over
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several levels, so that a DSA that holds shadow copies might operate as shadow supplier

for these copies in a relation with another DSA. This is referred to as secondary shadowing,

whereas the replication between the master DSA and a consumer is referred to as primary

shadowing. The concept of shadowing is illustrated in Figure 12.
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Figure 12 - Shadowing

Shadowing agreements are transported via the directory operational binding management

protocol, whereas for updates of shadowed information the directory information

shadowing protocol is used. Both protocols are described in chapters 3.5.3 respectively

3.5.4.

Discussing implementation rules and listing the different attributes that hold shadowing

information as well as the detailed contents of a shadowing agreement is beyond the scope

of this thesis. Details about the directory replication can be found in [ITU-T X.525] and

[Chadwick 94, chapter 6]

3.5 The Directory Protocols

The different components of an X.500 directory, the directory service agents (DSA) and

the directory user agents (DUA) communicate through a set of protocols. These protocols

provide different levels of services. The following chapter describes the different protocols

and provides an overview of the included functionality.
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They are tightly embedded into the OSI layer architecture and operate as application layer

protocols that provide the communication medium for the DSAs that are application

processes in OSI terms. The X. 500 protocols make use of other OSI services like

• the remote operations service element (ROSE)

• the reliable transfer service element (RTSE)

• the association control service element (ACSE)

• the OSI presentation layer

• the OSI low layer services

This list should give the reader am impression of the integration of an X.500

implementation in the OSI environment. The services are not further described here,

details can be found in [ITU-T X.519, paragraph 6.7].

Figure 13 gives an overview of the different directory protocols described in the following

paragraphs.
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Figure 13 - Overview of the Directory Protocols

3.5.1 The Directory Access Protocol - DAP

The communication between a DUA and a DSA is specified in the directory access protocol

(DAP). The DAP combines the directory abstract service9 with other OSI protocols that

manage the communication between the different OSI layers.

                                                
9 the directory abstract services are discussed in 3.6
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It consists of the operations that are used to access or modify directory information. Since

these operations are crucial for the directory service they are defined in a separate

recommendation (X.511) and this thesis discusses them separately as well in chapter 3.6.

3.5.2 The Directory System Protocol - DSP

The directory system protocol is used to pass over DAP requests from one DSA to

another.

Therefore the DSP has to be very similar to the DAP. Basically all DAP operations are also

part of the DSP, extended with additional parameters required for chained operations.

These parameters include information about the current state of the request as well as

about security issues. The result and the errors returned in the DSP are very much identical

with those of the DAP.

3.5.3 The Directory Operational Binding Protocol - DOP

The setup and the maintenance of the inter-operation between two DSAs is defined in the

directory operational binding protocol (DOP). An operational binding defines the terms of a

cooperation between two DSAs. Cooperation here means not the connection of the DSAs

for a short period of time to exchange information, but the general agreement to share

information or jointly serve user requests.

The operations defined in the DOP are described in Table 11.

Operation Description
dSAOperationalBindingManagementBind is used to start a connection between two

DSAs
dSAOperationalBindingManagementUnBind is used to terminate a connection between

two DSAs
establishOperationalBinding transfers the parameters of the operational

binding between the two involved DSAs
and initiates the relationship

modifyOperationalBinding is used to update the binding parameters
terminateOperationalBinding is used to terminate the binding relationship

Table 11 - Operations of the DOP

The standard distinguishes between two types of operational bindings, the hierarchical

operational bindings and the shadow operational binding.

An hierarchical operational binding (HOB) [cp. ITU-T X.518, chapter 24] is established

between two DSAs that are located one below the other in the DIT. They exchange

knowledge information about the part of the DIT they master and optionally the superior
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DSA may transfer information about access control, schema management and

collaborative attributes if both DSAs are member of the same organization.

A shadow operational binding (SOB) [cp. ITU-T X.518, chapter 24] is established between

two DSAs that have a shadowing agreement10 with each other. The SOB specifies the

terms of this agreement.

3.5.4 The Directory Information Shadowing Protocol - DISP

Two DSAs that have established a shadow agreement exchange the replicated information

via the directory information shadowing protocol (DISP). The DISP manages the initiation and

verification of the update cycle as well as the actual transfer of shadow information from

the supplier to the consumer. The operations of the DISP are described in Table 12.

Operation Description
dSAShadowBind is used to establish an update

procedure
dSAShadowUnbind is used to terminate an update

procedure
requestShadowUpdate is used by the consumer to request

updated information
coordinateShadowUpdate is used by the supplier to initiate an

update
updateShadow is used by the supplier to transfer the

updated information to the consumer
Table 12 - Operations of the DISP

The shadowing procedure can be initiated by either the supplier or the consumer DSA by

using the dSAShadowBind operation. In case the consumer started the operation, it uses the

requestShadowUpdate operation to tell the supplier to start an update procedure. When the

supplier itself wants to update the information it uses the coordinateShadowUpdate

operation to inform the consumer about the start of an update process. Both operations

carry parameters that inform the other party about the update strategy and that ensure

proper data flow. There are three types of update strategies

• the incremental update that sends only data that changed since the last update,

• the total update that sends the whole shadow information,

• and noChanges that tells the consumer that there is no new information available

                                                
10 details about shadowing can be found in chapter 3.4.4
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Additionally the two DSAs exchange a timestamp for each update procedure to

unambiguously identify the sent packages. Both the coordinateShadowUpdate operation

and the requestShadowUpdate operation include the timestamp of the package that was

transferred during the last update procedure and so it is ensured that no package gets lost

and no package is sent twice.

3.6 The Directory Services

The standard recommendation X.511 deals with the services that the directory as a whole

provides to its users. The services are so to say the access language to the directory. All

possible operations like retrieving and modifying information are defined in here.

The Directory Services can be split up into read operations, search operations and modify

operations. Additionally the connection from a DUA to a DSA has to be established

through a bind operation and terminated by an unbind operation. The following chapter

describes these services, yet leaving out the detailed syntax of the service commands.

Frequently used parameter of the directory operations can be found in annex A.

3.6.1 Bind operations

When two directory agents, either two DSAs or one DUA and one DSA, want to

communicate with each other, the originator of this communication has to perform a bind

operation. Within this operation the requester transmits the information necessary for

authentication (credentials) including the authorization level he wants to use11. Additionally

a list of possible version numbers of the directory services (currently always version 1) is

transmitted.

When the request is successful, the receiver returns his credentials and the version number

out of the list that will be used. If the request is denied, the receiver returns either a security

error or a service error. A security error occurs when either the authentication level

indicated by the requester is insufficient or the credentials are invalid, e.g. the password is

wrong. A service error indicates that the receiver is not able to provide any of the service

versions offered by the requester. In this case a list of versions supported by the receiver is

returned.

After finishing a working session with the directory the requester has to perform an unbind

operation that closes the connection between the two parties. The unbind operation has no

                                                
11 refer to chapter 3.8 for details about the authentication process
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parameters and it cannot fail. After the unbind operation there is no communication

possible in either way, i.e. there is no feedback by the receiver.

3.6.2 Read operations

In this category the read operation itself and the compare operation are aggregated. By

using the read operation users can query the attributes of an entry whose purported name is

known to them. A purported name has the same syntax as a distinguished name but has

not proven yet to be the distinguished name of an object. Alternatively, the purported

name may identify an alias entry of the requested object. Furthermore, users specify the

information they are looking for as an entry information selection and may ask for their modify

rights concerning the returned entries. The common argument parameter set is also

attached to the request.

The result of a read operation comprises the requested information as entry information and

additionally an indication about whether the requester may modify the entry or not. The

common result parameters are transmitted along with the system's answer. The parameters,

results and errors of the read operation are listed in Table 13.

Read
Parameters object the DN of the entry

selection the requested information
(EntryInformationSelection)

modifyRightsRequest requests information about the
user's access level

commonArguments
Results entry the DN of the entry (if alias was

entered)
modifyRights the user's access rights (add,

remove, rename, move)
commonResults

Errors (only one) attributeError
nameError
serviceError
referral
abandoned
securityError

Table 13 - Read Operation

The second operation of the read family is the compare operation, that compares a given

entry to an attribute value of a specified entry. The result is 1 if both values are equal and 0

if not. This operation is used primarily to check passwords because in this case it is
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important not to return the stored value but only the result of the comparison. The result

also includes the name of the object.

The parameters, results and errors of the compare operation are listed in Table 14.

Compare
Parameters name the DN of the entry

purported the assumed value
common arguments

Results name the DN of the entry (if alias was
entered)

matched result, 0 for false, 1 for true
fromEntry indicated if result comes from

entry or copy
matchedSubtype if the comparison succeeded and

the result was found in a subtype,
the name of the subtype is
indicated here

commonResults
Errors (only one) attributeError

nameError
serviceError
referral
abandoned
securityError

 Table 14 - Compare Operation

Abandon

Any operation can be canceled by using the abandon operation. The only parameter

indicates the operation to be abandoned and the only error reports that the operation

failed. There is no result if the operation succeeded.

The parameters, results and errors of the abandon operation are listed in Table 15.

Abandon
Parameters invokeID ID of operation to be abandoned
Results no result
Errors (only one) abandonFailed

Table 15 - Abandon Operation

3.6.3 Search Operations

 The search operation itself and the list operation can be found in this group. The list

operation provides the user with the immediate subordinates of a given entry. Its
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arguments are the object whose subordinates are requested and optionally a paged result

request that indicates that the result shall be divided into several pages.

 The result contains the distinguished name of the object in case the user entered an alias

name of it and a collection of information about the subordinates, among them the

distinguished name and flags indicating whether they are alias entries or not and

whether the information comes from a copy or from the original entry. When the home

DSA had to chain the request to another DSA that attached a digital signature to its

answer, this information must be provided separately to the user not to destroy the

signature. It is contained in the uncorrelatedListInfo argument of the result. In case of an

incomplete operation from the DSA the reason is provided in the partialOutcomeQualifier

argument. Examples are that a size limit was exceeded, chaining would be required but

could not be performed or further results will be provided on following pages.

The parameters, results and errors of the list operation are listed in Table 16.

List
Parameters object starting point

pagedResults specifies output format
commonArguments

Results listInfo (list of)
  name of entry whose subentries are

requested
  subordinates (list of)
    rdn of subordinate
    aliasEntry flag that indicates alias or object

entry
    fromEntry or from copy
  partialOutcomeQualifier information about incomplete

answer if necessary
  commonResults
uncorrelatedListInfo signed answers from remote

DSAs
Errors (only one) nameError

serviceError
referral
abandoned
securityError

 Table 16 - List Operation

The purpose of the search operation itself is to provide the user with a powerful means to

find entries that match certain criteria. Therefore the user defines a base object from where

the search is to begin and the scope of the search. The scope may be
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• only the base object itself (baseObject),

• all immediate subordinates of the base object (oneLevel),

• or the whole subtree starting at the base object (wholeSubtree)

The user can further refine the search by specifying a filter that defines details about the

requested objects and a selection that defines which information from the entries she is

interested in. The result can even be precised by using the parameter matchedValuesOnly

that tells the directory service to return only the values of an attribute that match the filter.

Otherwise, if one value matches the filter all values are returned. Furthermore, the user

may specify some parameters concerning alias handling.

The parameters, results and errors of the search operation are listed in Table 17.

Search
Parameters baseObject starting point for search

subset (one of)
  baseObject
  oneLevel
  wholeSubtree

scope

filter single or combined filer item
searchAliases if set to true aliases are

dreferenced
selection specifies which information is

searched
(EntryInformationSelection)

pagedResults specifies output format
matchedValuesOnly indicates that only those values

shall be returned that match
search

extendedFilter used for compatibility issues to
X.500 (88)

commonArguments
Results searchInfo (list of)

  name distinguished name of the result
entry

  entries requested information
(EntryInformation)

  partialOutcomeFilter information about incomplete
answer if necessary

  commonResults
Errors (only one) attributeError

nameError
serviceError
referral
abandoned
securityError

 Table 17 - Search Operation
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3.6.4 Modify Operations

 The fist of the modify operations is the add entry operation that allows users to add a

leaf entry to the DIT. The name and position in the DIT is defined by the distinguished

name of the new entry that contains the DN of its immediate superior. Furthermore the

user defines a set of user attribute types and their values that will be contained in the

new entry and that have to be conform to the directory subschema and the structural

object class the entry shall belong to. The DSA adds automatically further operational

attributes to the entry. Finally users determine which DSA is to hold the new entry.

There is no feedback from the directory when the operation was successful.

The parameters, results and errors of the addEntry operation are listed in Table 18.

AddEntry
Parameters object distinguished name of new entry

entry attribute set
targetSystem DSA that holds the entry
commonArguments

Results NULL a result is returned, but does not
contain any information

Errors (only one) attributeError
nameError
serviceError
referral
securityError
updateError

 Table 18 - addEntry Operation

 The removeEntry operation allows users to delete a leaf entry from the DIT. They just

provide the DN of the entry that shall be deleted. Again, no feedback is given when the

operation succeeded.

The parameters, results and errors of the removeEntry operation are listed in Table 19.

RemoveEntry
Parameters object distinguished name of entry

commonArguments
Results NULL a result is returned, but does not

contain any information
Errors (only one) attributeError

nameError
serviceError
referral
securityError
updateError

 Table 19 - removeEntry Operation
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The modifyEntry operation my be used to add or remove whole attributes and to add or

remove attribute values of existing attribute types. In order to achieve this the user specifies

the entry he wants to modify and a set of the changes listed above. To replace an attribute

value, a removeValue and an addValue may be performed within one operation. It is not

allowed to modify the distinguished name of an entry by using the modifyEntry operation.

The parameters, results and errors of the modifyEntry operation are listed in Table 20.

ModifyEntry
Parameters object distinguished name of entry

changes (one of) list of changes to be performed
  addAttribute attribute type and value to be

added
  removeAttribute attribute type to be removed
  addValues attribute type and value to be

added
  removeValues attribute type and value to be

removed
commonArguments

Results NULL a result is returned, but does not
contain any information

Errors (only one) attributeError
nameError
serviceError
referral
securityError
updateError

Table 20 - modifyEntry Operation

The modification of the distinguished name of an entry can have such an enormous effect

on the whole DIT structure that the standard defines an own operation for this. The

modifyDN operation is able to modify the DN of a leaf entry and of a non leaf entry

which implies modifying the DN of all of its subordinate entries. It is furthermore capable

to move an leaf entry or a whole subtree to another location within the DIT.

The parameters, results and errors of the modifyDN operation are listed in Table 21.

ModifyDN
Parameters object distinguished name of entry

newRDN the new relative distinguished
name of the entry

deleteOldRDN true, if attributes values that built
former RDN are to be deleted

newSuperior specifies the new superior entry of
the entry or subtree

commonArguments
Results NULL a result is returned, but does not

contain any information
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Errors (only one) nameError
serviceError
referral
securityError
updateError

Table 21 - modifyDN Operation

3.7 The Directory Schema

Another very important part of the standard recommendations is the specification of the

directory schema. The directory schema comprises a set of rules that ensure proper

working of the directory services. They encompass the definition of new object classes and

attribute type as well as naming entries and positioning them in the DIT.

Since the control over the directory information is distributed over several independent

authorities (refer chapter 3.4.1) the administration of the schema is distributed as well and

so called subschemas control the autonomous administrative areas. The directory schema

governs entries as well as user and collective attributes, whereas subentries and operational

attributes are governed by the directory system schema (discussed in chapter 3.7.6).

Figure 14 [taken from ITU-T X.501 93, p.32] gives an overview of the directory schema,

showing the schema elements on the left hand side and the directory components they rule

for on the right hand side.
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Figure 14 - Overview of the Directory Schema

ASN.1

The schema definition and all other components of X.500 such as object classes and

attribute types are defined using ASN.1. ASN.1 means abstract syntax notification one, and

is a language created especially to define data types in a standardized way.

The following chapters shall describe and explain the directory schema rather compactly

and abandons the ASN.1 syntax. Readers interested in ASN.1 can refer to [ITU-T X.501,

chapter 12]

3.7.1 Object class definitions

The standard allows and supports the definition of new object classes, completing those

defined in [ITU-T X.521 93]. To ensure compatibility between all classes and enforce a

uniform structure of all objects belonging to the same class the standard defines rules for

the creation of new classes. These rules include the position in the class hierarchy, the

presence of an identifier, the list of attribute types that must be or can be assigned to

objects and other administrative issues.
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In detail, according to X.501, 12.3 the definition of an object class must contain the

following information :

• the name of the class of which the new class is derived, i.e. its immediate superior

class

• a unique identifier of the object class has to be defined that will be stored in the

objectClass attribute of all entries belonging to that class

• the object class type has to be specified as either "abstract", "structural" or

"auxiliary"

• a list of attributes that are mandatory for an entry belonging to the class

• a list of the optional attributes.

3.7.2 Attribute type definitions

Analogously to object classes, it is also supported to define additional attribute types to

those defined in [ITU-T, X.520, 93]. Besides the specification of an identifier and the

position in the attribute type hierarchy, the used syntax must be indicated. A syntax is

defined via an ASN.1 data type, like Integer or DirectoryString. The syntax also contains size

limits of the attribute values. Most of the remaining parts of the definition have

administrative purposes.

An attribute type definition contains the following topics according to [ITU-T X.501, 93,

chapter 12.4].

• a unique identifier,

• the position in the attribute hierarchy must be indicated by naming its superior

attribute type,

• the syntax of the attribute type (e.g. as an ASN.1 data type),

• the matching rules12 that will be applied by search queries (optional),

• single or multi valued attribute type,

• operational or user attribute type,

• collective attribute type marker (optional),

                                                
12 for a list of matching rules refer to ANNEX B
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• prohibition of user modification (optional),

• and the application of the attribute type (only for operational attributes), that is

either

• directory operational attribute,

• DSA-shared operational attribute

• or DSA-specific operational attribute.

3.7.3 Matching rule definitions

Apart from a selection of attribute types, [ITU-T X.520 93] defines a collection of

matching rules. Examples are CaseIgnoreMatch that compares two strings and returns true if

they are equal disregarding the case, or IntegerOrderingMatch that compares the presented

value with an attribute value and returns true if the attribute value is less than the presented

value. Matching rules similar to those can be defined by users of the directory for specific

purposes and they often may be applicable only for particular custom attribute types.

Clause 12.5 of the X.501 recommendation describes the definition of matching rules. That

must include:

• a unique identifier for the matching rule,

• the syntax of an assertion of the matching rule, i.e. of the value the user entered

(ASN.1 data type)

• the types of matches supported by the rule, e.g. "true", "false" and "undefined"

• the rules for evaluating assertions against the values stored in the DIB.

3.7.4 DIT structure definitions

This part of the directory schema deals with the position of an entry in the DIT (DIT

structure rule) and defines rules for building an entry’s relative distinguished name (name

form).

Name Form

A name form specifies the list of attributes that are used to build the RDN of an entry that

belongs to the object class the uses this name form. The definition of a name form requires

• a unique identifier,
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• the object class it names,

• a list of the mandatory attributes that are used to build the RDN for the respective

object class and

• a list of the optional attributes that can be used to build the RDN.

DIT structure rule

Each name form and thus each entry of the DIT is governed by a particular DIT structure

rule (specified in the entry’s governingStructureRule attribute), that specifies the name form

used by the entry. Furthermore the entry’s structure rule defines the allowed superior

structure rules and thus the allowed object classes for superior entries. A DIT structure rule

definition includes

• a unique integer identifier

• the name form governed by the rule

• a set of allowed superior structure rules (optional)

3.7.5 DIT content rule definitions

In order to control the contents of an entry, in addition to those defined within the entry’s

object class, DIT content rules are built. At most one DIT content rule may be assigned to

an entry via its object class and determines auxiliary object classes, mandatory and optional

attributes that are additionally assigned to the entry as well as a set of optional attributes

that are precluded from the entry.

A DIT content rule definition includes:

• the structural object class it governs

• the auxiliary object classes,

• mandatory attributes,

• and optional attributes that are additionally allowed,

• and the optional attributes that are permitted.

3.7.6 The directory system schema

In contrast to the directory schema that controls directory user information, the directory

system schema deals with directory operational information represented by operational
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attributes and subentries. Thus the directory system schema contains definitions of

attributes assigned to subentries and operational attribute definitions. Analogous to the

directory schema, the directory system schema is distributed as well, that means each

administrative authority is responsible for defining the rules applied within its part of the

DIT.

Subentries

Subentries, as discussed in chapter 3.4.1, are an administrative means to define

characteristics of an autonomous part of the DIT, like access control or collective

attributes. The subentry object class is defined as a subclass of top and is named by its

commonName attribute. The structure of the subtree administered by the subentry is defined

by the subtreeSpecification operational attribute using the syntax described in chapter 3.3.2

(using "base", "chop" and "specification filter"). Additionally the standard defines two

auxiliary object classes that occur as additional values in the subentry’s objectClass attribute

and specify what kind of specific administrative area13 the subentry controls. These object

classes are

• acessControlSubentry containing an prescriptiveACI attribute14

• and collectiveAttributeSubentry that contains all collective attributes the members of

the subtree shall contain.

Each entry of a subtree may contain the collectiveExclusions operational attribute whose

values specify colective attributes to be excluded from the respectivre entry.

Operational attributes

The directory system schema furthermore defines the following operational attributes that

are used to administer directory entries and keep track of their modifications.

• administrativeRole is assigned to an andministrative entry and indicates what types

of subentries15 may be subordinated to that administrative entry.

• createTimestamp holds the creation time of an entry

• modifyTimestamp holds the time an entry was last modified

• creatorsName holds the distinguished name of the person who created an entry

                                                
13 refer to chapter 3.4.1

14 the prescriptiveACI attribute is discussed in chapter 3.9.1

15 for a definition of the different types of subentries refer to chapter 3.4.1
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• modifiersName holds the distinguished name of the person who last modified an

entry

3.7.7 The directory schema administration

The administration of the different subschemas used by administrative authorities is

supported by the standard. There exists a special subentry for each subschema specific

administrative area that is member of the auxiliary object class "subschema" and stores the

complete subschema applied at this administrative area. That helps the DSA to allow only

updates that are consistent with the schema and it furthermore provides an easy means to

make the area’s subschema available to the directory users. The latter is of particular

importance in the context of access of users of foreign domains. As they might not be

aware of elements of the local subschema, e.g. customized attribute types and object classes

there might be difficulties in properly accessing and reading directory entries. Storing the

subschema in the subschema subentry and thus implicitly in each entry enables them to

extend their system in order to recondition the consistency between the two domains.

The operational attributes assigned to a subschema subentry16 are called subschema policy

attributes. They are, as mentioned above available in each entry belonging to the

subschema specific administrative area for reading, but may only be modified via the

subschema subentry. Each attribute type is multi valued with each value representing a

schema element (e.g. a DIT structure rule or an attribute type definition) basically consists

of

• the ASN.1 definition

• a natural language name and description

• a boolean "obsolete" marker that indicates that this element is out of use. These

markers help authorities to administer the constant change of the schema. When

rules are modified the old versions can be marked as obsolete instead of deleted

immediately in order to have a reference for the entries still depending on that rule

until they are changed

• an information part that specifies the respective schema element in more detail

(optional)

The subschema policy attributes are:

                                                
16 i.e. a subentry that is member of the auxiliary object class "subschema"
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• • dITStructureRules contains the DIT structure rules applied in the subtree,

• dITContentRules indicates the DIT content rules applied in the subtree

• matchingRules lists the matching rules including an information part that indicates

the attribute syntax governed by the respective rule,

• attributeTypes stores all attribute types. Its information part includes all information

required to specify the attribute type17,

• objectClasses holds all used object classes. Its information part includes all

information required to specify the object class18,

• nameForms contains the name forms including their definitions19,

Additionally the directory system schema defines two more attribute types that are assigned

to each entry of the DIB

• governingStructure Rule lists the DIT structure rule that governs the entry

• and structuralObjectClass that indicates the structural object class on the entry

 Finally the matching RuleUse attribute type s assigned to each matching rule definition and

indicates the attribute types governed by the matching rule.

3.8 Authentication

It is absolutely crucial for a directory, as for other information systems to make sure that

users logging in are correctly authenticated, i.e. they have to prove that they really are the

person they claim to be. Network operating systems for example typically prompt users for

a password to ensure their identity. The X.509 standard recommendation defines the

authentication framework applied at X.500 director services. It defines two levels of

authentication called simple respectively strong authorization.

3.8.1 Simple authentication

The simple authorization basically uses the distinguished user name together with an

optional password to identify the user. The DSA compares the provided password with a

local copy stored in the userPassword attribute of the user’s entry. In the least secure

                                                
17 the definition of an attribute type is discussed in chapter 3.7.2

18 details can be found in chapter 3.7.1

19 described in chapter 3.7.4
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scenario the name and password data is sent unprotected, i.e. in the clear. This makes it

quite easy for third parties to intercept the information during the transmission and then to

access the directory unauthorized on the user’s behalf.

A first step towards secure authorization is the protection of the personal information. To

protect passwords one-way functions are used. A one-way function is a mathematical

algorithm that transforms a clear password into a protected one without being able to

reverse that operation. Both parties involved in the authentication process need to hold the

same one-way function in order to cooperate properly. The requesting unit transmits the

protected password together with the clear user name to the receiver, who then applies its

one-way function to the stored copy of the password and compares the result with the

received information. When they are identical, the authentication was successful.

A more advanced version of this method is to use additional parameters, like a timestamp

and/or a random number for the one-way function. The parameters then have to be

transmitted in the clear together with the protected password. The timestamp prevents

third parties from intercepting the sent information and use it at later point of time,

because the timestamp then will be expired. A random number improves the method even

more because a second login trial, even when the timestamp is still valid is denied because

the random number is the same and this is interpreted as illegal login by the DSA.

The standard defines a last improvement of the protected password method by using a

second one-way-function along with a second set of input parameters like timestamp and

random number. The extra encoding of the information shall make the inversion of the

one-way function even more difficult.

Yet there is still a security whole remaining and that is in the scenario where the personal

information is transmitted to a wrong recipient by mistake. This person then can use this

authentication information as long as the timestamp is valid to access the directory on the

first user’s behalf.

3.8.2 Strong authentication

Due to the shortcoming of the simple authentication in terms of security, the standard

defines a second model, the strong authorization. It uses certification as well as encryption and

digital signatures based on the public key cryptosystem.

The public key method is a permutable, asymmetric encryption algorithm, that means that

there is a pair of two different keys used from the sender and the recipient (asymmetric)

and both keys can either be used to encipher a message or to decipher the message
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(permutable). One part of the pair is published to the directory and stored within the user’s

entry (public key) and the other part is kept by the user (private key).

Digital signatures

Digital signatures are used to make it impossible for users to send messages or requests to

the directory on other user’s behalf. To achieve this the user encrypts a message with her

private key (she signs it) before submitting it to the directory. The DSA attempts to decrypt

the message with the public key of the user and if successful, can be sure that the message

is authentic. Actually the method is a bit more complex and powerful. At first the message

is reduced by using a hash algorithm and then encrypted with the private key. This result is

sent along with the clear version of the message. The receiver uses the same hash algorithm

to reduce the clear message and decrypts the signed part. If both results are identical, the

systems knows that it’s authentic, but furthermore it can be sure that the clear version of

the message was not modified during the transmission. This method identifies a user by the

possession of his private key and thus can only work reliably if private keys are kept

secretly.

Certificates

All concepts described above assume that the users trust the directory, e.g. in trusting the

authentication of the public key stored in the directory. To improve the confidence, so

called certification authorities (CAs) are established that are trusted by users to create

certificates on their behalf. Certificates are certified public keys that are produced by

signing personal information of the users. This information includes

• the distinguished name of the user,

• the public key of the user,

• the distinguished name of the certification authority,

• a unique identifier (optional),

• a timestamp that indicates the expiration time of the certificate,

• and the identifier of the encryption algorithm used for signing data.

Now the receiver of a signed or encrypted message can check the certified public key

(certificate) of the sender by validating the digital signature of the CA attached to the key.

If the receiving party is able to decrypt the certificate, it can be sure that the public key that

it either received along with the message or that is stored in the directory is authentic.
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Assumption for this concept to work is that both parties share a common certification

authority and that the CAs publish their public keys.

The second assumption is easy to meet, because CAs, that are often organizations that

provide security services or IT departments within large companies make their public keys

available for their users. However the first assumption is harder, two parties (usually

directory service agents or directory user agents) that are located in different companies or

even countries often may trust different certification authorities. To solve that problem, the

standard defines so called certification paths. Certification paths are built by CAs

exchanging their own certificates. This process, called cross certification, enables parties to

safely authenticate each other when there is a closed path of CAs between their own CAs.

Authentication Procedures

Additionally to the general principle of authentication the standard specifies three different

scenarios for two parties authenticating each other. The scenarios differ in terms of their

complexity and reliability.

One-way Authentication

The most simple scenario requires only a message by the sender that is encrypted in the

way described above.

Table 22 lists the different message parts.

Message part Benefit
name of recipient the message is intended for the recipient
name of sender the sender is really who she claims to be
timestamp, random number the message was not sent before
digital signature of sender it is in the original state
identifier and parameters of algorithm,
certification path

Table 22 - Message

Two-way (mutual) Authentication

In this scenario the recipient of the initial message sends an authentication back to the

sender to ensure that the message actually arrived at the intended recipient.

Three-way Authentication

The three-way authentication is a variant of the mutual authorization. The difference is that

the sender does not transmit a time stamp but only a random number. The recipient

includes this number to his signed reply and so the initiator can be sure that this is indeed

the answer to his request. In a third step, the sender signs the recipient's random number

and transmits it back and so ensures that the message isn't replayed.
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3.9 Authorization - Access Control

The standard also takes care of controlling the access to directory information, i.e. both

user and operational information. This is done by defining a framework called access control

scheme that includes:

• the specification of access control information (ACI), i.e. defining which user my access

which information.

• the enforcement of the access rights defined by the ACI

• and the maintenance of the ACI

The definition and implementation of a specific access control scheme is left to the

administrative authorities that control the access control specific areas20. An access control

specific area is characterized by using a single access control scheme that is defined in the

accessControlScheme operational attribute of the area's administrative entry.

However the standard defines two possible, specific access control schemes, the basic access

control scheme and the simplified access control scheme, that is a subset of the former one.

3.9.1 The Basic Access Control Model

The basic access control model describes the scope of the model itself, the objects involved

in an access control decision and the different permission categories.

It deals with controlling information contained in the DIB, user as well as operational

information but the basic access control model does not manage an DUA's access to a

DSA application.

The objects described in the model are:

• protected item, i.e. the directory object to be accessed. Protected items may be

aggregated to collections in order to make the administration easier,

• users accessing the directory, called requesters, and the user classes they may belong

to,

• different permission categories required for the directory operations,

• and the decision algorithm the system uses to evaluate a user access, called access

control decision function (ACDF)

                                                
20 discussed in chapter 3.4.1
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Thus it is possible to assign to each protected item different permission categories for

different users or user groups. This allows administrators to define a very detailed access

control system for the area they are responsible for.

Protected Item

The directory is split into several layers and to access an inner layer the user has first to

access the outer layers. These layers, called protected items are:

• attribute value, e.g. a single value of a multi valued attribute

• self value, the distinguished name of the current user (e.g. for allowing users adding

themselves to mailing lists)

• all attribute values, all values of an attribute or an attribute collection

• attribute type, excluding the attribute values

• all user attribute types, all user attributes belonging to an entry (there is no collection

for operational attributes)

• all user attribute types and values, includes attribute values

• entry, access to the entry must be granted explicitly to access attribute types and

values

Figure 15 illustrates the different levels of protected items. To access attribute value "Value

2", users explicitly need to have access rights to "Entry 2", "Attribute Y" and "Value Y".
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Figure 15 - Protected Items

User classes

User classes are the entities that can be granted or denied access to the protected items.

Apart from defining users by name in the ACI, it is strong requirement to an access control

model to be able aggregate people in some way or to know concepts that abstract from the

usage of real names in the ACI in order to make the access control information

independent from changes in the organization structure e.g. form users changing

departments or leaving the company. The standard therefore defines the following user

classes:

• name is the distinguished name of a person or application

• this entry specifies the distinguished user name which is identical to the distinguished

name of the entry he wants to access.

• user group as the distinguished name of an entry representing a group of users.

Access is granted to all distinguished names that are included in the member

attribute.
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• subtree defined by the distinguished name of the subtree’s base, a chop definition is

optional. This is especially useful for a definition of all members of a department or

a whole organization

• all users indicates public access to an object.

Permission Categories

The standard grades access to a protected item in different permission categories. They are

listed in Table 23 along with the protected items they are valid for.

Permission Category Description Protected
Item

read allows to read an item after its name was
provided

all

browse allows to read an item without providing its
name

entry

compare allows the usage of the attributes and values in
the compare operation

attributes
and values

filterMatch allows the usage of a filter by the search
operation

attributes
and values

add allows to create a new item all
remove allows to delete an item all
modify allows the modification of an item entry
rename allows to change the RDN of an entry entry
discloseOnError allows to return the name of an item in case of

an error
all

export allows to remove a subtree in order to move it
to another location

entry

import allows pasting a subtree that was removed from
another location

entry

returnDN allows to return the DN of an item during an
operation

entry

Table 23 - Permission Categories

The access control definition function (ACDF)

Access control information (ACI), i.e. the specification which user classes shall be granted

which permission category, can be stored in different locations, either distributed in the

EntryACI attribute of each entry or rather central in the prescriptiveACI attribute of the

subentry mastering an or the access control inner area21. The decision where to store the

ACI will depend on its scope, i.e. whether it is valid for the whole subtree or just for one

entry.

                                                
21 access control administrative areas are described in chapter 3.4.1
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The decision whether requested access is finally granted to a protected item or not is taken

by the access control definition function (ACDF). It considers all ACI item valid for this

protected item and finally grants or denies access. The ACDF furthermore uses the

requester's DN and her authentication level as input. This is illustrated in Figure 16.

Access Control 
Decision Function

Permission 
granted or denied

User's DN, unique id 
and authentication level

Applicable ACI items from 
Entry, Prescriptive & Subentry ACI

The protected item

The requested permission

Figure 16 - The Access Control Decision Function

The simplified access control scheme

The simplified access control scheme facilitates the decision process about granting access

to a user or not. By not concerning ACI that is stored within single entries (in their EntryACI

attribute) and not concerning access control inner areas it reduces the number of

evaluations of the ACDF. The only ACI relevant for the simplified access control scheme

is the one stored in the prescriptiveACI attribute of the subentry of the access control

specific area the requested item belongs to.

3.10 The Object Classes and Attribute Types Specified in the Recommendations

Standard recommendation X.520 lists some basic attribute types and matching rules that

may be used to characterize the objects stored in the directory. Recommendation X.521

specifies selected object classes . ANNEX C summarizes the defined object classes as well

as the attributes assigned to them. A complete list of all attribute types and matching rules

defined in X.520 can be found in ANNEX B. These predefined object classes and attribute

types may be extended by the users, but custom additions will not necessarily be

understood in the distributed environment.

The Standard [ITU-T X.521, 1993 Annex B] additionally suggests a DIT structure by

defining a set of structure rules. This structure, shown in Figure 17 is used as basis for the

comparison to the infrastructure model in chapter 5.1.
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Figure 17- DIT structure suggested in X.521

3.11 Summary

This clause briefly summarizes the content of the X.500 standard recommendations. The

most important principle of X.500 is to give users the impression of a single, homogeneous

directory that provides them with information about people, groups and other objects such

as hardware or software applications, regardless of their location within the directory.

However, from an administrative point of view, directory services have to be easily

maintainable, allow distributed directories and have to be manageable by independent

authorities. To fulfill these requirements the X.500 standards offer a set of well developed

models covering a wide range of related issues.

The following list summarizes the most important issues covered by the X.500 Standard:

Building blocks of an X.500 directory service

• On the server side, directory system agents control all directory information.

• On the client side, directory user agents are the user interface to access any

directory information.
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Representation of objects and their structuring

• Real world objects are represented by object entries and characterized by attributes.

• The overall structure of the directory information is a hierarchical tree (DIT).

Customization

• Object Classes and Attribute Types can be specified individually.

• Matching and consistency rules can be modified individually.

Data security

• An authentication framework ensures the identification of directory users

• The authorization concepts also apply for administration.

Directory Distribution

• The concept of administrative areas allows the distribution of different functions

such as access control or schema management.

• Directory information can be replicated in order to improve performance and

reduce costs.

Communication

• OSI based protocols are used by the directory components (DUA and DSA) to

access the directory, forward user requests or replicate directory information

• Users can retrieve directory information by using predefined operations offered by

directory user agents.
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4 THE LIGHTWEIGHT DIRECTORY ACCESS PROTOCOL (LDAP)

4.1 Origination

Many companies that were searching for a platform for an enterprise wide directory service

and evaluated X.500 in the 1988 version complained about its complexity. Some of the

most frequently stated complaints are:

• The X.500 demand for a complete OSI protocol stack. TCP/IP has become the standard

communication protocol instead of OSI and although there is a concept to build an

X.500 environment on top of TCP/IP22 this does not meet wide acceptance.

• The complexity of implementing both DUAs and DSAs. Due to the powerful

authorization and authentication concepts and the comprehensive operations

defined in the directory access protocol (DAP), even the development of an X.500

client requires significant programming efforts

• The lack of an API in the standard definitions. Even though third party products are

available they are still to complex [Microsoft 96, page 10] and [Kille 96 chapter

"LDAP"].

• The complex ASN.1 encoding of names and attributes. This complex encoding mechanism

is even applied to simple data elements [Kille 96, chapter "LDAP"].

These problems initiated the development of LDAP (Lightweight Directory Access

Protocol). Starting in 1989, the LDAP approach was developed by the Workgroup for

Directory Services for Open System (OSI-DS) of the IETF (Internet Engineering Task

Force). Originally, it was designed to replace the X.500 DAP in order to make directory

clients less complex. An LDAP client communicates to an LDAP server that may use the

DAP to access X.500 directory information. This architecture is illustrated in Figure 18.

                                                
22 refer to [Rose/Cass 87]
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Figure 18 - LDAP Architecture

4.2 Comparison between LDAP and X.500

X.500(93) and LDAP have many concepts in common, because both are based on the

1988 version of X.500. The most important common concepts [due to Kille 96, chapter

"What is common to X.500 and LDAP?"] are hierarchical names consisting of typed

components (RDNs) to identify entries, object classes and attribute types for structuring

information. For accessing and managing the directory contents, both use common

operations. These are: read, compare, search, add, delete, modify entry, modify rdn.

The most important simplifications of LDAP in comparison to X.500 and especially the

X.500 DAP are that it "does not use the OSI upper layers stack: a client simply makes a

TCP connection to an LDAP server" and that "LDAP uses a string representation for all

attribute types, values and distinguished names" unlike the ASN.1 encoding X.500

uses[Kille/Wahl 96, chapter 2]. These aspects dramatically simplify the development of

applications that access directory information.

However, LDAP has some limitations concerning functionality. The most important ones

are [according to Kille/Wahl 96, chapter 2]:

• LDAP only supports anonymous access or simple authentication with the password

carried in clear. It does not support strong authentication.

• LSAP lacks read and list operations (a workaround is to use the search operation)

• LDAP v2 servers (sLDAP, standalone LDAP) cannot communicate with each

other. Due to this, chaining is not allowed. Furthermore, referrals to the clients are

forbidden; thus the scope of a request is reduced to the directory information

residing on the home LDAP server.
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Despite these limitations, LDAP has become the preferred protocol for directory access

(especially via the Internet) of most leading software vendors. IBM, Lotus, Netscape and

Microsoft announced LDAP support in their groupware systems [for details about the

integration refer to chapter 6.1]. Some vendors even see LDAP as the successor of X.500

as standard for complete directory services. Proprietary extensions do occur23 and the next

version of LDAP could be another step in this direction.

4.3 The future of LDAP - Version 3

This chapter describes the most important enhancements LDAP version 3 will provide.

Details can be found in [Kille 96].

The most important architectural enhancement in LDAP version 3 is that an LDAP

environment does not depend on an X.500 directory service anymore. LDAP servers are

now capable of providing directory services on their own. However, according to Steve

Kille, one of the authors of the LDAP specification, this does not mean that "the light and

simple LDAP is now free of the complex and heavy X.500 baggage", because "LDAP

relies on X.500 for much of its specifications and for the service definitions" [Kille 96,

chapter "LDAP evolution"].

Furthermore, an LDAPv3 servers can return a referral to another server in order to answer

a request for information that it cannot master itself. To manage communication to

multiple servers, additional information is available for LDAP clients. For example a server

provides a list of the naming contexts it maintains, a list of alternative servers and a list of

supported extensions. Additionally, LDAPv3 servers support the extension of the standard

attribute types and object classes defined in X520 and X.521.

Other improvements concern security issues. The bind operation for example supports

password protection and digital signatures compatible with the X.509 specifications.

Moreover, by supporting the SSL (secure socket layer) protocol, LDAPv3 is capable of

encrypting the transferred information.

In conclusion it can be said that LDAP is becoming more and more important due to the

commitment of the industry. On account of this factor and the improvements of

architecture and functionality in version 3, LDAP actually has the potential to become an

important platform for directory services in the future.

                                                
23 e.g. Netscape Corp. developed LDAP extensions for replication, authorization and access control.
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5 EVALUATION OF X.500 AND LDAP AS A BASIS FOR A DIRECTORY

SERVICE

After defining the requirements of workflow based office applications to directory services

in chapter 2 and introducing the concept and the features of the X.500 standard

recommendations in chapter 3, as well as the lightweight directory access protocol in

chapter 4, the following chapter examines whether an X.500/LDAP directory meets the

defined requirements. The first section of this chapter discusses the requirements

concerning the content of the directory. The enterprise model developed in chapter 2.1 is

transferred into an X.500 conform object model. The other sections deal with requirements

concerning security and distribution. The integration in existing groupware systems will be

discussed separately in chapter 6.1.

5.1 Transformation of the Infrastructure Model into an X.500 Object Model

In order to examine whether the information model of X.500, also used by LDAP, is

capable to properly represent an organization, the infrastructure model described in

chapter 2.1 has to be transformed into an X.500 object model. The entities defined there

have to be mapped on the standard X.500 object classes and if necessary additional object

classes have to be created. A similar mapping has to performed with the attributes of the

infrastructure model.

The DIT structure suggested in [ITU-T X.521, 1993 Annex B] is used as basis for this

transformation. The relations specified in the infrastructure model are reflected by

attributes of the corresponding object classes. Some entities of the infrastructure model

defined in 2.1 can be mapped directly on X.500 object classes. For some of them it is

necessary to specify new attribute types. The list of entities and corresponding object

classes as well as the customized attribute types can be found in Table 24. In order to

reduce complexity, the custom attribute types are not specified in detail. ASN.1

notification, matching rules and object identifier are not defined. The semantics of the

attributes are specified in chapter 2.1.
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Infrastructure
Model Entity

Corresponding X.500
Object Class

Additional Attributes

person organizationalPerson
workgroup groupOfNames OrganizationalAttributeSet (defined

in X.521)
department organizationalUnit
role organizationalRole requiredSkills

connectedResponsibilities
hardware device maintenanceInterval

manufacturer
software applicationProcess
application program applicationEntity

Table 24 - Entities and Corresponding Object Classes.

For entities that have no equivalent, new object classes have to be defined. This is done for

the entities position, software agent, substitution rule, object reference and embedded

object. Their complete specifications according to the subschema definition [ITU-T X.501

93, p. 33] can be found in ANNEX D.

Problems occur when transforming the entities editor and resource. They are virtual classes

that are never used to create object instances but only serve as superior classes in the

inheritance hierarchy. The standard X.521 object classes organizationalPerson, groupOfNames,

organizationalUnit and organizationalRole can be modeled as subclasses of editor; device and

applicationProcess would become subclasses of resource. However, this requires that the

definitions of these standard classes are modified, which is forbidden by the standard

recommendation. It only allows new classes to be subclasses of existing ones.

There are two possible solutions for this problem. Additional custom classes for person,

department, workgroup and role are created and both editor and the corresponding

standard object classes of the X.500 standard are used as parent classes. The same method

is applicable for resource. In case it is preferred to use the standard classes instead of

creating new ones, the virtual object classes editor and resource may be omitted. Their

attributes and relations have to be assigned to the different subclasses.

The object model described in this thesis will follow the second approach and not

comprise the virtual classes. The number of new object classes is smaller than in the first

approach. This facilitates the integration of the model in a network of distributed

directories.

The extended DIT structure is shown in Figure 19. The connections in the diagram do not

express relations between the objects, but they reflect their hierarchical position in the
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DIT. This means that for example entries that represent persons are located below entries

that represent organizational units.
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Figure 19 - The Extended DIT structure

In conclusion one can say, that the X.500 information model takes full advantage of the

object oriented paradigm. As the examination proves, it is flexible enough to model even

complex organization structures.

5.2 Requirements concerning security

The security model described in the standard recommendation is very comprehensive and

powerful. The authentication framework X.509 is widely accepted and also partially

integrated in modern network and groupware platforms.

All demands of a workflow management system concerning authentication are met. Storing

passwords as well as public keys in the user's entry allows secure authentication to both

directory information itself and external applications like discussion forums or workflow

management systems. An X.500 directory integrated in a company's information

technology infrastructure eases password administration by enabling the storage and

maintenance of the password for all involved applications in one central location.

The second important part of the security requirements are access control issues. They are

also very well covered by the X.500 standards. Access control is applicable on many
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different levels reaching from access the directory down to access to selected values of an

attribute. However, the implementation and administration of the X.500 security model

may be quite complex. On one hand it is possible to grant groups access to selected objects

instead of administering access rights person by person. On the other hand, access has to

be granted explicitly to each separate layer down to the entry or attribute the user should

access. This requires a well designed security model for any organization.

5.3 Distribution requirements

Since the X.500 standard is designed with a global directory in mind, emphasis was put on

distribution facilities. The interaction between different servers (DSAs) to answer user

requests is most important for workflow applications that operate in a distributed

environment as well. Users of different departments or even different enterprises can

cooperate in a process, and the workflow application itself can make use of the directory

services to route the information objects belonging to a process to the appropriate person

or group regardless of their location.

When the implementation allows to embed information objects in directory entries, it can

be used as a distributed container for objects such as spreadsheet templates for travel

expenses or style sheets for slide shows. When changes are required, these objects have to

be modified only in one place and automatically all users work with the latest versions.

In the GroupOrga context, the distributed management and maintenance of directory

information plays a key role. X.500 supports this with the very sophisticated concept of

administrative areas. Delegating the administration of schema management, access rights

and collective attributes can be a step towards a flexible enterprise directory that adapts

quickly to organizational changes.

The replication concept of the X.500 standard is not as mature as the one Lotus Notes

provides. Within the X.500 standards replication is always performed between a master and

a slave, so that the information may only be updated at one location. Lotus Notes treats all

replica copies equally and allows modifications at all locations.

5.4 Conclusion

Chapters 5.1 to 5.3 indicate that the concepts of X.500 fit the requirements of workflow

management systems. The X.500 information model is flexible enough to represent

modern organizations and may be extended to reflect custom requirements. The security
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features X.500 provides are very powerful as well. Parts of the X.509 authentication

framework are already implemented in information systems (e.g. Lotus Notes) and the

defined access control mechanisms even go beyond the requirements. Distribution is a key

issue for the authors of X.500. Cooperation of autonomous domains in order to set up a

global, seemingly single directory is the central principle of the standard. Particularly

important in the context of GroupOrga is the potential to distribute the responsibility for

administrating and maintaining directory information.

X.500 seems to be a suitable basis for a directory system. However, for a final judgment,

the integration into the current infrastructure has to be examined. When an X.500 directory

can be implemented in Lotus Notes with justifiable effort, such a directory service would

meet all requirements.
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6 ARCHITECTURE ALTERNATIVES FOR A LOTUS NOTES BASED X.500 /

LDAP DIRECTORY

After the positive evaluation of the X.500 and LDAP concepts, the final step is to work

out an architecture for the implementation of the directory service in Lotus Notes.

In order to outline alternative architectures it is necessary to examine the integration of

X.500 and LDAP standards into groupware platforms. Chapter 6.1 describes how the

directory standards are currently implemented in Lotus Notes and which development

steps are planned. Furthermore several standalone X.500 systems and some connectivity

products between directories and other applications are introduced.

Based on this analysis of available products, chapters 6.2 and 6.3 describe two architecture

scenarios that provide all requested directory functionality as well as being conform with

the directory standards LDAP and X.500.

6.1 The current integration of X.500 and LDAP in Lotus Notes

The directory Lotus Notes uses to store user names, mail addresses and mailing lists

(groups of people) is the Name & Address Book (NAB), a Notes database. The NAB also

acts as administration tool as it also holds connection documents containing replication

schedules and connection parameters for Notes servers. Furthermore, access rights to

servers are specified in the NAB.

Concerning the usage of directory standards, Lotus expressed that "Both LDAP and X.500

are key components of Lotus' directory strategy." [Lotus a]. Still, the current version Lotus

Notes 4.5 does not support either one. The only part of X.500 that is implemented in the

current release is a part of the X.509 authentication framework. Notes uses X.509

certificates to prove a user's identity as well as to encrypt and sign documents.

Many of the concepts described in the X.500 recommendations are implemented in Notes

in a similar way. The replication concept which Notes provides is even more sophisticated

than the one defined in X.525. It treats two replicas as equal parties allowing modifications

in both locations without requiring one to be the master and the other one to be the slave,

like X.525 does. Changes in both replicas are consolidated during the next replication. If a

conflict occurs, i.e. when the same field of a document was modified in both replicas,

Notes keeps both versions by creating a replication conflict document.
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Notes also includes a multi-level access control management that reaches from the server

level via database and document level down to section level. Access on field level, which

would correspond to attribute type level in X.500, can theoretically be implemented by

using a section for each single field. However, attribute value level access control is not

supported. Additionally, not all of the permission categories X.500 defines are natively

supported in Notes. So can users either read a Notes document or not, the distinction

between read, browse and filterSearch is not implemented.

Notes stores information in an object store, without structuring the documents, in contrast

to the hierarchical structure of entries defined in the X.500 information model. A

document structure that models a DIT could be implemented on top of Notes, using

agents that control the creation, modification and deletion of documents and store

references that set up an hierarchical document structure. A similar concept is used in the

GroupFlow Organization Structure database to model a company's department structure.

Using the concepts described above, one could realize what is often referred to as X.500

like directory service. That means a system uses X.500 concepts but is not based on the

native X.500 protocols. An implementation requires an interface capable of OSI protocol

stack features. Even advanced Notes Developers therefore depend on an external solution

either provided by Lotus or by third party vendors. Alternatively, they have to invest in

complex API programming.

As mentioned above the X.500 protocols or LDAP are not supported in Notes 4.5.

However, as Lotus committed itself to both standards announcements have been made for

future support.

Particularly, the following statements were made:

• The Notes server will natively support LDAP by summer 199724 enabling any

LDAP client to access directory information included in Notes databases such as

the NAB [cp. Lotus a].

• The Notes client will support LDAP by winter 1997, and then will be able to access

any LDAP server.

                                                
24 all release dates mentioned were announced by Lotus officials during Lotusphere 1997
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• Further down the road [1998/99], there will be a Domino Directory Server, that

will include a complete LDAP server and X.500 DSA.

• The Lotus Notes Defense Messaging System (DMS), an extension to the standard

Notes clients supports DAP and contains a full X.500 DUA, which is shown in

Figure 20.

Figure 20 - The DUA contained in Lotus Notes DMS

• In addition Lotus provides add on and interface products that will be described in

chapter 6.2.2

Considering workflow management systems, the support for LDAP on both the client and

the server side means that Notes based workflow engines may access directory information

stored on any LDAP or X.500 directory. This enables these systems to route processes

through different organizations without having to support different proprietary directory

systems. The consequences of these announcements for a Notes based directory service are

discussed in chapter 6.4

However, as long as these improvements are not part of Notes, publishing directory

information stored in Notes to X.500/LDAP directories is only possible using gateway

products to transfer the information to native X.500 products. A selection of such

products as well as some suitable gateway products are introduced in the next section.
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6.2 Introduction to selected standalone X.500 systems and connectivity products

Many X.500 implementations are commercially available on the market, a comprehensive

overview can be found in [Getchell/Sataluri 94]. A description of two suitable approaches

in combination with Lotus Notes follows. Additionally a gateway product between LDAP

and X.500 is introduced.

6.2.1 DC X500 from Data Connection Limited

DC X500 is a complete X.500 directory system. It includes a DSA that supports all 1993

directory protocols and 1993 basic access control. Furthermore it supports additional

protocols such as LDAP and DAP over TCP/IP according to [RFC 1006]. The systems

supports a variety of operating systems including Windows NT, HP-UX, IBM AIX and

OS/2.

What makes this product interesting in the context of this thesis are the multiple

connectivity options it provides as illustrated in Figure 21. DC X500 can be accessed by

many different clients including web browsers and it provides voice access via telephone.
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Figure 21 - DC X500 Interfaces25

Interfaces to several messaging systems and groupware platforms including Lotus Notes

are implemented. These interfaces allow to transfer the directories of different systems into

                                                
25 graphics taken from [Data Connection 96]
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one central X.500 directory. All modifications are consolidated and the updated

information is distributed back to the groupware directories. This mechanism allows to

synchronize otherwise incompatible directories of the different groupware platforms

(compare Figure 22). DC X500 even goes beyond of this synchronization by allowing to

administer users centrally in the corporate X.500 directory and then to transfer the

information to the groupware systems. A new employee has to be registered only in the

corporate directory, and via gateways, the user is added to the groupware directories

automatically.

 - Add Exchange User
 - Add Notes User
 - Add GroupWise User

Directory Server

Directory Administration

Lotus Notes Server
with Directory Gateway

Exchange Server
with Directory Gateway

GroupWise Server
with Directory Gateway

Figure 22 - DSA groupware product administration26

6.2.2 Lotus Messaging Switch and Directory Publisher from Lotus SoftSwitch

Lotus itself, via its subsidiary SoftSwitch, has developed a comprehensive Directory

synchronization system, called Lotus Messaging Switch (LMS). LMS communicates with

different directory synchronization clients that are available for the most common

messaging systems including Directory Synchronization/Notes (DS/Notes) and consolidates the

directories into a central corporate Directory (LMS Names Directory).

                                                
26 graphics taken from [Data Connection 96]
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Figure 23 - SoftSwitch Directory Publisher Architecture27

A second product, the Directory Publisher (marked with shaded background in Figure 23)

provides a full X.500 (1993) DSA, LDAP support as well as a gateway to the WWW and a

DUA [for details, refer to Reber 97]. Via a synchronizer and loader, directory information

stored in Notes can be loaded into the DSA and published to external clients.

6.2.3 The X.500 Enabler for LDAP Directories from Critical Angle Inc.

The last product introduced here is Critical Angle Inc.’s X.500 Enabler for LDAP

Directories. In contrast to the products described above, the Enabler does not include an

X.500 DSA itself, but connects LDAP servers to X.500 clients and servers.

Figure 24 - Architecture of the X.500 Enabler for LDAP28

The product supports LDAP v2 servers that do not need to be modified in order to be

accessed by the system. X.500 DUAs and DSAs can access the LDAP server via the

gateway using X.500 (1993) protocols as shown in Figure 24. Directory information can be

modified by X.500 clients and is updated without delay in the LDAP server.

                                                
27 graphics taken from [Reber 97]

28 graphics taken from [Critical Angle 96]
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6.3 The Connectivity Approach - Interfaces from Notes to X.500 Directories

After examining the X.500/LDAP integration in Lotus Notes and reviewing the

marketplace for connectivity products and X.500 directory systems, the following two

sections suggest possible architectures for publishing Lotus Notes directory information to

an X.500 directory.

As discussed in section 6.1, neither LDAP nor the X.500 protocols are supported in the

current version Notes 4.5. That means that a Notes database cannot be accessed by LDAP

clients or X.500 DUAs. Directory information must be transferred via gateway products

from Notes into an X.500 compatible directory system. Figure 25 illustrates this

architecture.

Directory
Information Base

DUA

DSA

DSA

DSA

DSA

GatewayLotus Notes

Figure 25 - Lotus Notes - X.500 Connection via a Gateway

An examples for such a gateway is the SoftSwitch Directory Publisher in combination with

the Lotus Messaging Switch, described in chapter 6.2.2.

Disadvantages of such an architecture are that the information is hold redundantly in

Notes and the X.500 DSA and that both infrastructures have to be administered and

maintained.

6.4 The Integrated Approach - Directory Information directly stored in Notes

A preferred solution is to store directory information in Notes and make it directly

available to X.500 and LDAP clients. As described above, this architecture cannot be

realized in the current version, but may become reality due to Lotus' announcements about

future enhancements, mentioned in chapter 6.1. According to these announcements, the

directory standards will be supported in three phases:
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• LDAP support in the Domino server (summer 97)

• LDAP support in the Notes client (winter 97)

• X.500 (93) protocol support in the Domino server (1998/99)

Important in this context is the server support for directory protocols. As soon as the

Domino server supports LDAP, all LDAP clients may access directory information directly

without any gateway. This would enable persons using web browsers or workflow

management system supporting LDAP to utilize the information stored in Notes

databases.

To make this information available to X.500 clients, as well, the X.500 Enabler for LDAP

directories can be used. Connected to the Domino LDAP server it serves as gateway

between X.500 DUAs and DSAs and the Notes environment. This approach, illustrated in

Figure 26 would actually make the Notes server a part of the X.500 global directory.

DUA

DSADSA

DSA

GW LDAP

DAP

DSP

Figure 26 - Notes integrated with Gateway

In the more distant future, even this gateway is obsolete. The Domino Directory Server

announced for 1998/99 will provide the ideal integrated solution. It serves as X.500 DSA

and stores the directory information in Notes databases. This ideal solution is shown in

Figure 27.
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DUA

DSADSA

DSA

DAP

DSP

Figure 27 - Notes as X.500 DSA

6.5 Conclusion

The architectures described above all meet the requirements. The connectivity solutions

described in chapter 6.3, however, require, additional to Notes, a complete X.500

infrastructure. Considering the associated costs and administration efforts such a solution

may be inefficient. Especially since the first phase of an integrated solution is not far away.

The LDAP support in the Domino server will provide the infrastructure for first pilots of a

Notes based standardized directory service. Depending on the evolution of LDAP and the

acceptance and importance of X.500 in the future, a pure LDAP solution or an additional

X.500 gateway may be preferred.
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7 SUMMARY

The goal of this thesis is to examine the usability of current directory standards in the

context of workflow-supporting office platforms. As a basis, in chapter 2, an infrastructure

model comprising objects that are relevant for a directory service, is developed. It can be

utilized both by workflow management applications in order to assign persons or

organizational units to tasks as well as by directory services to provide users with

information about the organization.

Chapters 3 and 4 introduce the most important standards for directory services, the X.500

standard recommendations of the ITU, and LDAP, the lightweight directory protocol,

developed at the IETF. X.500 defines a full directory service, including an information

model, concepts for distribution, access control and authorization as well as management

and administration facilities. The various protocols defined in the standard are fully

integrated into the OSI architecture, what complicates the development of X.500 clients

and servers for non OSI environments. LDAP was developed to ease the access to X.500

directories. It is a simplification of the access protocol and does not provide a complete

directory service in its current version. However, improvements in future versions move in

this direction. In contrast to native X.500, LDAP meets wide acceptance in the industry

and is supported by many groupware platforms and internet environments.

In chapter 5, the directory standards are confronted with the requirements defined in

chapter 2. The X.500 information model is examined for the capability of representing the

infrastructure model developed before; security and distribution concepts are evaluated in

the context of workflow management environments. The result is entirely positive. Most

parts of the infrastructure model can be mapped onto predefined objects, the missing

objects classes and attribute types can be specified very flexibly. The distribution and

security concepts of X.500 are very sophisticated and meet all requirements.

After the positive judgement of the X.500 concepts, the options for an implementation of

an X.500 conform directory service in a groupware environment are examined. Lotus

Notes, the standard platform for groupware and workflow applications, unfortunately does

not support any standard protocol in the current version. Gateways and external directory

products have to be used to publish directory information stored in Notes. However, Lotus

announced full LDAP support for releases to come later this year. This will allow to access

directory information residing on any LDAP server using a Notes client. Likewise, any

LDAP client may directly access directory information stored in Notes. Using a particular
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gateway, even X.500 DUAs and DSAs can communicate with Notes servers. An

architecture like this would perfectly fit into modern workflow management system

environments.

To summarize the result of this thesis, it can be said that the X.500 concepts are open,

flexible and powerful enough to serve as directory backbone for workflow-supporting

office platforms. The weaknesses of X.500, which are the integration in the complex OSI

architecture and the complexity of its protocols may be compensated by LDAP in the

future. Another possible direction is that LDAP more and more evolves to a complete

directory service and pushes away its big brother. The next version of LDAP will allow

LDAP servers to communicate with each other in order to forward requests and replicate

information. This evolution in connection with the wide acceptance LDAP has met could

actually make it the future directory standard.

In the context of workflow management and organization modeling both scenarios fit well.

A standard for storing and accessing directory information is likely to come, and the

leading platforms will support it. Be it LDAP or X.500, both are open enough to allow the

implementation of powerful flexible organization models. Emphasis may be put to

improve these models to both provide powerful directory services and serve workflow

management systems in order to optimize the support of business processes.

In order to continue the research in this environment, several further steps can be made.

The infrastructure model steadily has to be improved, especially considering workflow

management systems that start to cross company borders and explore the Internet.

Furthermore, as soon as Notes support for LDAP is available, pilot projects should be

launched to evaluate the product. Critical issues are the flexibility of the implementation

and the LotusScript interface to LDAP.
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ANNEX A - FREQUENTLY USED PARAMETER SETS IN DIRECTORY

OPERATIONS

The standard defines certain attribute sets that are used as parameters for many different

operations. These parameters are discussed at first and are then referred at the descriptions of the

different operations.

Common Arguments

The common arguments parameter is used in all operations except for bind, unbind and

abandon. The included parameters are described in Table 25.

Common arguments
serviceControls technical parameters for the request, like e.g. priority and maximum

search time, scope of the operation (local or also remote), alias and
subentry handling. Details ca be found below.

SecurityParameters details about authentication, like certification path and time stamp
and/or random number

requestor distinguished name of the originator of the operation
operationProgress,
refernceType,
entryOnly, exclusions,
nameResolveOnMaster

particularly important when a request is transferred from one DSA to
another. Empty when a DUA starts a request.

AliasedRDNs indicates that this requested object is the result of an alias dereference in
an earlier operation

criticalExtensions indicates which extensions out of a defined list are critical for an
operation.

Table 25 - Common Arguments

Service Controls

This set determines the quality of the requested service. The included parameters are described in

Table 26.

Service Controls
options determine the scope of the search (local or also remote), chaining

options and the handling of aliases an subentries
priority integer, 0 for low, 1 for medium and 2 for high
timeLimit time in seconds within which the request should be completed
sizeLimit maximum number of objects to be returned
scopeOfReferral determines the scope of DSAs to which referrals shall be returned

(current country or current domain)
attributeSizeLimit maximum size for a returned attribute

Table 26 - Service Controls

Common results

This set is included in the results of the search, list, read and compare operations. The included

parameters are described in Table 27.
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Common Results
securityParameters authentication parameters, like e.g. certification path29

performer distinguished name of the agent who provided the result
aliasDereferenced boolean, is set to TRUE when the result is the result of an alias

dereferencing
Table 27 - Common Results

Entry information selection

Details about the extend of the information the originator requests. The included parameters are

described in Table 28.

Entry Information Selection
attributes either allUserAttributes or select and following a list of attribute types that

shall be returned
infoTypes attributeTypesOnly or attributeTypesAndValues
extraAttributes allOperationalAttributes or select following a list of operational attribute

types
Table 28 - Entry Information Selection

Entry information

The entry information set specifies the format of the information about an entry within the

answer to a request. The included parameters are described in Table 29.

Entry Information
name distinguished name of the entry
fromEntry indicates whether the information referred directly to the entry or a copy

of it
information set of requested attributeTypes and attributes
incompleteEntry indicates the lack of completeness of the answer. Reasons could be

access limitations, exceeded size limit or incomplete shadow
information30

Table 29 - Entry Information

Filters

Filters are used in the search operation to specify characteristics of the objects the user is looking

for. They are set up by an arbitrary number of filter items combined with and, or or not. The

directory tests the filter items against all entries and returns those for which the item evaluates to

true. Filter item types are listed in Table 30.

FilterTypes Condition
equality attribute value is equal to request
substrings attribute value contains presented substring
                                                
29 refer to chapter 3.8 for details about authentication

30 shadowing is discussed in chapter 3.4.4
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greaterOrEqual attribute value is greater than or equal to the request
lessOrEqual attribute value is less than or equal to the request
present entry contains the presented attribute value
approximateMatch attribute value is approximately equal to the request (details are subject

of the different implementations)
extensibleMatch entry matches the matching rule specified in the request31

 Table 30 - Filter Types

Errors

When an operation fails, the systems returns one of a set of predefined errors. The errors and the

corresponding conditions are listed in Table 31.

Error Condition
attributeError indicates problems concerning attributes, e.g. an attribute was not

contained in a named entry or was undefined, the syntax of an added
value was incorrect or a specified matching rule was not defined for an
attribute type

nameError reports that either a named entry was nor found, an alias could not be
dereferenced or the syntax was incorrect

serviceError indicates problems with the directory service itself. Examples are that the
directory was busy or unavailable, an indefinite loop occurred or an
administrative limit was exceeded.

referral indicates that the request could not be answered and refers the user to
another access point

abandoned is returned when an abandon operation was transformed
abandonFailed is returned when an abandon operation fails
securityError indicates either that the authentication of the requester failed or access

was denied
updateError occurs at modification operation an indicates e.g. violations concerning

the naming or the use of object classes or that the operations is not
allowed on non-leaf entries or RDNs

Table 31 - Errors

                                                
31 matching rules are discussed in chapter 3.3.1.6
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ANNEX B - SELECTED ATTRIBUTE TYPES AND MATCHING RULES DEFINED

IN X.520

Table 32 lists the selected attribute types defined in X.520.

Categorization Attribute Type
System attribute types knowledgeInformation

Labeling attribute
types

name
commonName
surname
givenName
initials
generationQualifier
uniqueIdentifier
dnQualifier
serialNumber

Geographical
attribute types

countryName
localityName
collectiveLocalityName
stateOrProvinceName
collectiveStateOrProvinceName
streetAddress
collectiveStreetAddress
houseIdentifier

Organizational
attribute types

organizationName
collectiveOrganizationName
organizationalUnitName
collectiveOrganizationalUnitName
title

Explanatory attribute
types

description
searchGuide
enhancedSearchGuide
businessCategory

Postal addressing
attribute types

postalAddress
collectivePostalAddress
postalCode
collectivePostalCode
postOfficeBox
collectivePostOfficeBox
physicalDeliveryOfficeName
collectivePhysicalDeliveryOfficeName

Telecommunications
addressing attribute
types

telephoneNumber
collectiveTelephoneNumber
telexNumber
collectiveTelexNumber
teletexTerminalIdentifier
collectiveTeletexTerminalIdentifier
facsimileTelephoneNumber
collectiveFacsimileTelephoneNumber
x121Address
internationalISDNNumber
collectiveInternationalISDNNumber
registeredAddress
destinationIndicator

Preferences attribute
types

preferredDeliveryMethod

OSI Application
attribute types

presentatonAddress
supportedApplicationContext
protocolInformation

Relational attribute
types

distinguishedName
member
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uniqueMember
owner
roleOccupant
seeAlso

Table 32 - Selected Attribute Types

Table 33 lists the matching rules defined in X.520

Matching Rules
String matching rules caseIgnoreMatch

caseIgnoreOrderingMatch
caseIgnoreSubstringsMatch
caseExactMatch
caseExactOrderingMatch
caseExactSubstringsMatch
numericStringMatch
numericStringOrderingMatch
numericStringsSubstringsMatch
caseIgnoreListMatch
caseIgnoreListSubstringsMatch

Syntax-based
matching rules

booleanMatch
integerMatch
integerOrderingMatch
bitStringMatch
octetStringMatch
octetStringOrderingMatch
octetStringSubstringsMatch
telephoneNumberMatch
telephoneNumberSubstringsMatch
presentationAddressMatch
uniqueMemberMatch
protocolInformationMatch

Time matching rules uTCTimeMatch
uTCTimeOrderingMatch
generalizedTimeMatch
generalizedTimeOrderingMatch

First component
matching rules

integerFirstComponentMatch
objectIdentifierFirstComponentMatch
directoryStringFirstComponentMatch

Word matching rules wordMatch
keywordMatch

Table 33 - Selected Matching Rules
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ANNEX C - SELECTED OBJECT CLASSES DEFINED IN X.521

The selected object classes defined in X.521 and their attributes are listed in Table 34.

Object Class Attributes Remark
country countryName*

description
searchGuide

locality description
searchGuide
LocaleAttributeSet
seeAlso

one of localityName, state or
provinceName must be
present

organization organizationName*
OrganizationalAttributeSet

organizationalUnit organizationalUnitName
OrganizationAttributeSet

represents subdivisions of
organizations

person commonName*
surname*
description
telephoneNumber
userPassword
seeAlso

generically defines people
entries

organizationalPerson LocaleAttributeSet
PostalAttributeSet
TelecommunicationAttributeSet
organizationalUnitName
title

represents people associated
with an organization

organizationalRole commonName*
description
LocaleAttributeSet
organizationalUnitName
PostalAttributeSet
preferredDeliveryMethod
roleOccupant
seeAlso
TelecommunicationAttributeSet

represents positions or roles
within an organization

groupOfNames commonName*
member*
description
organizationName
organiationalUnitName
owner
seeAlso
businessCategory

represents an unordered set of
individual objects or other
groups of names

groupOfUniqueNames commonName*
presentationAddress*
description
localityName
organizationName
organizationalUnitName
owner
seeAlso

represents an unordered set of
individual objects or other
groups of names whose
integrity can be assured
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businessCategory
residentialPerson LocaleAttributeSet

PostalAttributeSet
preferredDeliveryMethod
TelecommunicationAttributeSet
businessCategory

represents persons in the
residential environment

applicationProcess commonName*
description
localityName
organizationalUnitName
seeAlso

represents elements that
perform the information
processing for a particular
application in open systems
(ISO 7498)

applicationEntity commonName*
presentationAddress*
description
localityName
organizationName
organizationalUnitName
seeAlso
supportedApplicationContext

represents the aspect of an
applicationProcess that are
relvent for OSI

dsa knowledgeInformation
device commonName*

description
localityName
organizationName
organizationalUnitName
owner
seeAlso
serialNumber

strongAuthenticationU
ser

userCertificate*

certificationAuthority cACertificate*
certificateRevocationList*
authorityRevocationList*
crossCertificationPair

Table 34 - Selected Object Classes
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ANNEX D - CUSTOM OBJECT CLASSES

The following object classes are invented to extend the DIT structure defined in [ITU-T X.521

93, ANNEX B]. The semantics of the contained attribute types is defined in chapter 2.1.

Technical details such as ASN.1 syntax and matching rules are not further specified.

B.1 Position

organizationalPosition OBJECT-CLASS ::=      {

SUBCLASS  OF { top }

MUST CONTAIN { commonName }

MAY CONTAIN {description |

requiredSkills |

connectedResponsibilities |

owner }

ID id-oc-organizationalPosition }

B.2 Software Agent

softwareAgent OBJECT-CLASS  ::=       {

SUBCLASS  OF { top }

MUST CONTAIN { commonName }

MAY CONTAIN {description |

executionTime|

commandLineParameter}

ID id-oc-softwareAgent }

B.3 Substitution Rule

substitutionRule OBJECT-CLASS  ::=       {

SUBCLASS  OF { top }

MUST CONTAIN { commonName }

MAY CONTAIN {description |

validTime|

rule}

ID id-oc-substitutionRule }

B.4 Object Reference

informationObjectReference OBJECT-CLASS  ::=       {

SUBCLASS  OF { applicationProcess }

MUST CONTAIN { commonName }

MAY CONTAIN { description |
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location |

accessMethod |

commandLineParameter}

ID id-oc-informationObjectReference }

B.5 Embedded Object

embeddedInformationObject OBJECT-CLASS  ::=       {

SUBCLASS  OF { applicationProcess }

MUST CONTAIN { commonName }

MAY CONTAIN { description |

informationObject}

ID id-oc-embeddedInformationObject }


